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Louisville attorney Thomas C.
Carroll, legal counsil for the Kentucky
State Democratic party, said he agrees
with Attorney General Robert Matthews, a candidate for lieutenant-governor, that something should be done
to keep down the number of candidates
in a primary election, but having a person get 500 names on a nominating
petition as Matthews suggested, is not
the answer, Carroll said.
Carroll said that requiring a filing
fee of $500 is the answer and here's
why:_
"Any IDIOT can go out and find
500 other IDIOTS to sign a petition',
but not every IDIOT can find $500."
(This is a direct quote from the Louisville Courier-Journal.)
Well now, Mr. Carroll may be exactly right. What bugs me, though, is
which of the idiots who found the $500
and succeeded in getting elected was
idiotic enough to employ a legal counselor whose low regard for rank and
file Kentuckians is matched only by
the high regard the counselor has for
himself.
If memory serves there was a little
judge from the mountains and a nice
guy from Hopkinsville who were
swept into office by thousands of idiots
without $500. But regrettably, some
real idiots get In high places, with or
without $500.
Of the many distinguished people
who have been presented the TOP
BANANA commission by the International Banana Festival, the classic
"thank-you" is uttered by dynamic
Libby Walthall, state president of the
Business and Professional Women's
Club, who was a.ggest in Fulton over
the week-end. Said Libby:"I'm pleased
to be a 'Top Banana' and, even though
I'm green yet, I'll ripen to merit this
honor." _
If Libby gets any more proficient
at the many responsibilities of importance that have been bestowed upon
her, she'll be the best in the bunch of
Top Bananas, which includes Averell
Harriman, the president of Ecuador,
Ambassadors to and from Ecuador, the
President of the United States and an
eminent group of Governors, Congressmen, Senators and Undersecretaries of State ... and beauty princesses, too!

Microfilm ikter
Margaret I. King Library
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Ky. 40506

Area To See Basketball'Greats'Play
During Invitational Tournament Here
Western Ky. Ind. Invitational Basketball Tournament
Mayfield Lakers

7:00 P. M.
March 20, 1967
Paducah Tilford

7:00 P. M.
22, 1967

Fulgham Ind.
Championship

Joe Sanders

Joe Sanders Is Named
Rotary's New President
Joe Sanders and his family moved
to Fulton about six years ago. It is no
exaggeration to say that almost since
the day of his arrival he delved headlong into the arena of civic activity. He
has been involved in almost every
worthwhile activity that necessitates
hard work and dedication, from staging a beauty pageant to being a good
Rotarian.
Tuesday Joe was elected president
of the Rotary Club, an organization in
which he has served as a member of the
board of directors, as a vice-president
and member of various committees including the Princess Pageant Committee of the Banana Festival, which the
Rotary Club has sponsored with outstanding success each of the four years
(Continued On Page Eight)

Fulton Bank Breaks
Ground For Building

8:30 P. M.

8:30 P. M.

March 20, 1967

March 23, 1967

Twin Cities Ind.

Paducah Broadway
Methodist

7:00 P. M
March 21, 1967

Consolation
Gam*
8:30 P. M.

Baptist Student

March 23, 1967
March 22, 1967

Union • Paducah

7:00 P. M.

There's a rare treat in store for
people who enjoy basketball and the
pleasure that comes from supporting
organized recreation for young people.
The rare treat for basketball fans
will come from enjoying the outstanding ability of such former cage "greats"
as George Burnette, Larry Seay, Virgil
Yates, Jack Forrest and a score of
other players who have brought fame
to the twin cities.
The other treat is the satisfaction
that will accrue in knowing that the
funds derived from staging the West
Kentucky Independent Invitational
Basketball Tournament will go towards financing the operations of the
Twin Cities Youth, Inc.
The Twin Cities Youth, Incorporated will host the tournament at the
Scuth Fulton gym, beginning Monday,
March 20 and continuing for four days,
with the finals set for Thursday,
March 23.
Eight teams have entered from
various towns of the Purchase Area,
and included on these teams are many
former All-Purchase and All-State
basketball players.
(Continued On Page Five)

Yopp Seed Co.

8:30 P. M.

Fulton B&PW Club
Hosts District Meet

March 21, 1967
Mayfield Ind,

'Doc'On Henry Ward's
Team For Organization

Emerson (Doc) Beauchamp, KenGround was broken this week on tucky Democratic leader, has been
a brand-new building for the Fulton named Chairman of the Henry Ward
Bank, to be located behind the present campaign organization committee.
bank quarters.
13eaucnamp, widely known as an
The ultra-modern new bank build- organizer of campaign teams, actually
ing will face on Collins Street, and will' has been at the job for weeks in his
be styled along French Provincial spare time.
lines. Overall size will be 100-foot
He holds the elected position of
frontage by 571/2 feet in depth. It will state treasurer and will continue to
drive-in windows—the fulfill those duties.
Television reported this week that include two
Fulton
County.
first
in
the national crime rate has gone up
The first group of area chairmen
to
be in our new buildhope
"We
seven per cent. That's not bad! What
by Beauchamp include:
announced
October first," bank officials
with reading about Adam Clayton ing by
Sullivan, Henderson
William
Sen.
News Wednesday.
Powell, Senator Dodd,President John-- told The
senate majority
state
former
attorney,
being
is
building
The new bank
son and Senator Kennedy "cussing"
Paducah, inMelton,
Strother
leader;
on a large parking lot area that
each other out in back alley phrases, built
former
state
senator and
man,
surance
several
for
Bank has owned
riots in the streets, political bargaining Fulton
first announced pro- long-time Western Kentucky Demois
the
and
years,
with the lives of our boys in Vietnam,
Broadbent, Cadiz,
in a number of major changes cratic leader; Smith
murder, sex, and robberies on TV and ject
agriculturnational
and
state
farmer,
rumored to be in the planning stage a
Huddleston,
in the movies, it's a wonder we're not
Dee
Senator
leader,
al
for the area.
radio
having to wear guns for protection.
Although the present Fulton Bank Elizabethtown, state senator,
"CapHaving read Allen Drury's
owner.
station
quarters were completely remodeled
(Continued On Page Eight)
'Continuer) On Page Eight)

Robert Spagens, Lebanon, attorney; Senator Wilson Palmer, Cynthiana, state senator, farmer and insurance; Glen Denham, Middlesboro, attorney, industrial development leader;
Cecil Sanders, Lancaster, attorney,
former state senator; Robert Aldemeyer, Covington, salesman, Kenton
County Commissioner; Senator Billy
Engle, state senator, funeral home director; Bert Van Arsdale, Louisville,
(Continued On Page Eight)
X-Ray Unit Coming
The mobile X-ray unit will be at
the Fulton Health Center on March 22,
from 10 a. m. to 12 noon and from 1
p. m. to 3 p. m. Persons twenty years
of age or over may receive X-rays.
Those under twenty desiring to have
tests must either be referred by a private physician or have a positive tuberculin skin test.

One of the largest crowds ever *tending a district meeting was on Sunday, March 12, when the Fulton-South
Fulton Business and Professional Women were hostesses to District Oneconference. Approximately 90 persons
met at.the Park Terrace Restaurant to
hear reports; an inspiring talk by Mrs.
Susan Schmidt, State recording Secretary, who was the principal speaker,
and brief remarks by Libby Walthall,
the dynamic president of the Kentucky Federation.
The meeting was called to order
at 9 a. m., with Mrs. Ramelle Pigue,
First District director, presiding. Reports were given by each club president of the year's activities, revealing
a strong evidence that B&PW clubs are
vital sources of influence in their respective communities. During the business session Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker of
the Murray Club was elected district
director for 1967-68 and Miss Barbara
Hale of the Kentucky Cardinal Club in
Paducah was elected assistant director.
Among the announcements made
was that the Murray Club has extended an invitation for the First District
to meet there in March 1968. The invi(Cuntinued On Pagi. Eight)
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Bank are rather temporary at best, as the above
Work., conditions •t the proposed new Fulton
building, laid out on the trunk compartment of
photo indicates. Looking over blueprints for the
architect Howard, Albert Moss, architect
McDade,
Maxwell
right:
an automobile, are, left to
Powell and M. R. Jeffress.

M. R. Jeffress, bank president, picks a handful of the "good earth" that is being excavated
for the ultra-modern facilities the Fulton Bank

The B&PW Kentucky Federation president Libby Walthall, second from left, is all smiles as
she shows her Too Banana commission, present,' to her at the District meeting at Park Terrace
Sunday. Shown with Mrs. Walttiall are, left to right, Mrs. Ruth Scott, local club president; Mrs.
Ramelle Pigue, district director; Mrs. Susan Schmidt, state recording secretary, and Mrs. Ruth

Is building.

Snazelle, state membership chairman.

The Parson
Speaks

Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, March 16, 1967

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

CHRISTIAN JOURNEY
THROUGH HISTORY

GET A TRANSFER

(Part Ill)

If you are on the Gloomy Line,

Television Network Under Federal Control
Has Danger Of Becom ing Propaganda Channel
The danger of government management of the news, which has alarmed many Americans in the last few
years, will become acute if the Johnson
administration gets what it wants this
year—namely, a television network
under federal control.
As U. S. Rep. George A. Goodling
recently pointed out in a speech in
Congress, "the 90th Congress will be
asked to plant a seed for the growth of
a vast educational television network
financed largely by the federal government. The government would pay for
this ETV Program just like it does for
everything else—with tax money taken from the people."
proposal
This administration
should not be confused with stateoperated ETV, which is performing a
useful service in many states as an adjunct teaching aid.
The federal project is the brainchild of the Carnegie Commission on
Educational Television. It has urged
that a Corporation for Public Television be established as a federal chartered organization. The goal would be
a network consisting of 380 "non-commercial" television stations. The theory behind the project is that because
a station does not sell advertising time,
it is entitled to receive governmental
support. The initial appropriation to be
requested is $68 million. Outlays during the early years of the project would
be about $178 million annually, rising
to $270 million a year beginning in
1971.
The federal television empire
would be paid for by a manufacturers'
excise tax on TV sets bought by the
public. Thus -the public would be subsidizing a federal propaganda operation.
While commercial television may
not satisfy viewer, there is no significant movement in this country for an
American equivalent of the official
British Broadcasting Corporation or
any of the other government networks
around the world. Indeed state-operated ETV stations give the viewing public another option in television material. Thus the national federal television network is a project that isn't
based on a public demand.
The key to understanding this proposal is that the television network
would be run by 12 directors. Six
would be appointed by the President
and confirmed by the Senate. The
other six would be selected by the first
group of federal appointees. They
would have six-year terms of office,

Caution Given To
Phone Book Sales

Learn To Relax Is
Doctor's Prescription

Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
the first of which was founded in 1880.
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of ad.
dress. Forms 3879) to Post Office Box 307 Fulton, Kentucky, 42041.

We see quite a number of articles
these days, some by doctors and SOME
by psychiatrists, urging us to relax and
prolong our life. In the modern pace
set in America, such counsel is urgently needed.
As we carry on at this hectic pace,
the rate of mental illness, heart attack,
and other diseases constantly rises. In
counties where the pace of life is
slower, we have comparatively few
nervous breakdowns, deaths by heart
attacks, strokes, etc.
Every one of us should take an afternoon or two each week to relax.
Most of us have Sunday afternoon off,
but we need another afternoon during
the week in which to relax also.
Of course, one can overdo the idea
of getting away from work, an attractive idea to those allergic to work in
the first place. As in everything else,
balance is the key to the problem.

Subscription Rates: $3.011 per year in Fulton
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States 84.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.

Bible Digest
"The Lord shall guide three continually." Isaiah 58:11

Salesmen trying to sell business
firms advertising in a classified advertising service in Los Angeles are not
connected with the telephone company.
Larry Ader, manager of Southern
Bell, stated that several Fulton businessmen have misunderstood the California firm's sales effort.
The telephone company, he said,
is not now selling advertising for its
next directory.
Ader urged businessmen to read
the California firm's literature carefully.
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Second - class postage paid at Putton, Ky. 42041

Get a transfer.
If you're inclined to fret and pine,

giving them enormous freedom to do
as they please in programming.
This is an unprecedented proposal. It would, in effect, create a po*erful agency of political propaganda. For
the first time in the history of the
United States, government officials
would be in the business of distributing
news and opinion directly to the
American people.
The situation at present is bad
)ie
enough. The hundreds of federal press,/'
officers are continually engaged .
managing or regulating the fie* of
news to the news media and the people. They frequently seek to prevent
reporters from gaining access to stories
of public significance. As a result, we
have today what many in the press call
a "credibility gap" in Washington. This
is a polite way of saying government
officials tell lies.
Fortunately, Americans still have
a free press. But the freedom of press
in America would be gravely handicapped if a federal television network
were established. One can be sure that
the federal TV network would get the
principal news beats, timed and told in
such a way as to reflect credit on the
officials and the party in power.
We know from the experience of
other countries how a government-run
TV network operates. In France, for
example, government candidates seeking reelection are given more time on
the air than are opposition candidates.
After the campaign is officially closed,
government spokesmen are allowed to
appear and give their final arguments.
We certainly don't want that kind of
double-dealing in the United States.
Moreover, if the federal government can control a television network,
no reason exists why it could not in future gain control of a chain of "noncommercial" newspapers.
With all the resources of the federal government at its command, the
proposed TV network could endanger
existing commercial networks. Networks, after all, depend for their existence on the attention of the national
audience. With the President and other
high officials available as "stars," the
federal network could command unprecedented audience attention.
This proposal advanced by the
Carnegie Commission deserves to be
rejected and repudiated in Congress as
a crude effort to give government a
new political arm in brainwashing the
public. The United States has no need
of a Ministry of Propaganda in the
guise of federal educational television.

"The Heavens and the earth will
pass away but not one jot or tittle
of my word will pass away." was
this declaration, Christ promised
that the starts and the earth will
die before hrs word would ever be
lost. Many Christian; cannot appreciate the authority with which
Cu-ist spoke these words. For
them, Christianity is not a teaching, but a vague set of ethics and
general norms by which Christian
life is remotely directed. But such
general and undefined faith in
vague notions of truth is hardly
the testimony of history.
The history of Christianity, be.
sides being a struggle between
good and evil, is, likewise, a con.
filet between human "wisdom" and
the word of trod. History is a constant testimony of the strength of
truth over 'error. From the very
conflicts and struggles of history,
we see the teachings of Christ -become clarified and distinct. Under the attack of human error, the
truth must more and more become
defined, if it is to endure without
being lost amid the babel of
tongues.
The first centuries of tairistianity
are no exceptions to the ageless
struggle. But conflict leads to a
defense of truth and the discovery
of the doctrinal substance of what
the Christ i a n believes.
Marcionism was one of many
doctrinal attacks made against the
traditional belief of Christians.
Manion was a Christian himself
who came to Rome in 135 with a
series of new interpretations of
Scripture. Macion kept the parts of
Scripture that agreed with him
and wrote another book himself the
"Antitheses," which he introduced
as the word of God. Marcion had

Get a transfer.
Get off the track of doubt and gloom,
Get on the Sunshine Track - there's room Get a transfer.
If you're on the Worry Train,
Get a transfer.
You must not stay there and complain,
Get a transfer.
The Cheerful Cars are passing through,
And there's lots of room for you Get a transfer.
If you're on the Grouchy Track, -Get a transfer.
Just take a Happy Special back,
Get a transfer.
Jump on the train and pull the rope
That lands you at the station Hope Get a transfer.

— Unknown
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gives sportswear ideas for teenagers, tells how to make and fit
stacks, smart separates and beach
wear. It also talks about leather
fashions and sport clothes for men.

Beautiful -fabrics and exciting
pattern styles make sewing more
rewarding than ever. With today's
new techniques and equipment,
sewing can be fun for the beginner
as well as the accomplished seamstress. BETTER HOMES AND
GARDENS CREATIVE SEWING
LIBRARY presents sewing methods based on common sense—practical, professional tips that show
how to give clothes for the whole
family a "custom-made" look.
THE CREATIVE SEWING LIBRARY has been prepared under
the guidance of Miss Lucille Rivers
one of America's eminent sewing
experts. To help women learn the
easy, professional methods of sewing she describes in the books, she
has drawn upon her long experience in the field. Miss Rivers has
directed her own custom salon in
New York, and she has served as
consultant to many leading clothing manufacturers. She has created
new styles for fashion shows, and

has lectured on sewing in department stores in this country, Australia, and New Zealand. For many
years Miss Rivers was sewing editor of NBC's popular "Home
Show," and she has conducted sewing demonstrations on many other
televisions programs. In the CREATIVE SEWING LIBRARY, she
shares her fashion knowledge and
dressmaking experience with you.
Titles in the CREATIVE SEWING
LIBRARY are: PROFESSIONAL
SEWING TIPS, HOW TO SEW FOR
CHILDREN, PATTERN ADJUSTMENTS, TAILORING SUITS AND
COATS, and SEWING CASUAL
CLOTHES.
PROFESSIONAL SEWING TIPS
gives easy ways to sew pockets,
collars, gussets, bindings, facings,
zippers, finishing details, sewing
tricks for sleeves, and tel how to
make perfect buttonholes and also
tells about underlining skirts and
dresses.
SEWING CASUAL CLOTHES

FROM THE FILES—

Turning Back The Clock.
March 21, 1947
School authorities and teachers of Fulton and South
Fulton are not by themselves with their troubles because
of sickness of pupils, but Union City, Martin, Dresden,
Mayfield and Hickman schools, as well as the county
schools, are having much absenteeism, most of which is
due to flu. South Fulton School has reopened after being
closed several days, but Fulton City schools have not
been forced to close as yet.
Cecil Bolin, tenor, music student at Peabody College, will sing a solo part of Frank Liszt's cantata, Psalm
137, at vesper services Sunday afternoon in Wightman
Chapel on the Scaritt campus in Nashville. Mr. Bolin is
the son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Gardner of Fulton.
OK Laundry observed its 50th anniversary Saturday afternoon, March 15, when Vernon Owen gave a
fish-fry for fifty employees. The laundry was founded by
J. J. Owen in 1897.
Mr. and Mrs. N. F. Blanchard of Sward, Alaska,
are visiting the latter's father, J. M. Wation, on Eddings
St. They came via boat to Seattle, Wash., and via highway to Fulton via Shawnee, Okla., where they visited
Calvin Watson, brother of Mrs. Blanchard.
Hello World: Mr. and Mrs. William Vaughan of
Dukedom announce the birth of a son on Sunday night,

PATTERN ADJUSTMENTS gives
step-by-step pattern alterations,
adjustment tips for figure problems, custom fitting ideas by an
experts, and also tell about preparing fabric, making, cutting, and
assembling a garment.
HOW TO SEW FOR CHILDREN
tells about using applique and
trims, how to design popular Empire and A-line styles, special
seams for added wear and gives
details on little boys' pants and
coats.
TAILORING SUITS AND COATS
tells how to make a dressmaker
suit, gives easy-to-follow instructions on collars, pockets, trims,
rolling the lapel and gives special
tips on pressing.

you how store-bought garments can
be altered to fit like custom-made
one—and how outmoded, but not
outworn clothes can be restyled to
the current fashion. She covers explicitly all of the important phases
of alterations, including such items
as changing the hemline; refitting
clothes at the waistline; correcting
faulty necklines; changing side
seams; relining coats and jackets;
altering shoulders and sleeves as
well as many others. Mrs. Johnson
then takes up the subject of restyling: tells how to convert old
favorites into new fashions by turning alterations into renovations;
what to do with inherited wearing
apparel; how to change skirts from
one style to another; how to remake adult wear into garments for
the family; and even how to be
your own furrier. With other 170
clear line drawings to illustrate
each major point of her step--bystep instructions, Mary Johnson
has given us a book which should
prove to be a classic in its field—
a guide to the kind of home sewing which results in home magic.

Another interesting sewing book
is MARY JOHNSON'S GUIDE TO
ALTERING AND RESTYLING
READY-MADE CLOTHES. Mary
Stop by the Fulton Public LiJohnson, whose revolutionary sewing techniques have made her fam- brary arid examine these sewing
ous, has now come up with a truly books and also look through the
unique idea—a book which shows other sewing books on the shelves.

March 16, at the Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Nelms of Fulton announce the
birth of a daughter Sunday night, March 16, in Fulton
Hospital,
DUKEDOM, ROUTE 2: Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Roberts
have returned home, after Spending the winter in Arizona.

A

FULTON, ROUTE THREE: A man is as old as he
feels, so Hester Bennett must have been in his teens
Thursday night when his wife surprised him with a
birthday dinner and all the fixings that go with such an
event. Those present for the occasion were: Mr. and
Mrs. Check Bennett and family, Mr. and Mrs. Prester
Bennett, W. T. (Bubber) Foster and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Dean Williams and Ronnie, and his mother, Mrs.
Gustie Bennett.
Dean Williams narrowly escaped serious injury
Friday, when his separator exploded, hissing missiles
and fire flying in the air.
Mrs. Hester Bennett is learning some new dishes
for her husband who purchased her a New Perfection
console table top oil stove last Saturday.
DUKEDOM: Mr. and Mrs. Hermy Roberts have r'turned home from Tuscon, Ariz., after spending the 14711
'
ter there with their daughter, Mrs. James Gay.
PILOT OAK: Mrs. Edna Waggoner was hostess to
the Homemakers Club Thursday of last week. Twelve
answered roll call. A lovely dinner was served at the
noon hour.
While Mrs. Mary Collins was visiting her sick
neighbor Monday afternoon, her husband came in and
set up a new radio. Mrs. Collins was overjoyed to receive
such a nice gift.
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Of District Oratory
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Paul Meek Library To Honor Name
Of Long-Time,Beloved UT Leader
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UK Students
From Fulton On
Dean's List

Just everybody can't be trusted

Senate.
Two University of Kentucky stu- with your vote in the
dents from Fulton County have
Brand has been tried,
George
been named to deans' lists in two
his voting record proves he can
different UK colleges.
Martha Lee DeMyer, daughter of
stand up
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert L. DeMyer," be trusted to always
214 Fourth Street, Fulton, ittas hon- and be counted for West Ky. —
ored by the dean of the UK College
Re-elect George Brand your
of Agriculture and Home Economics for obtaining a high academic
average during the Fall semester. Senator.
Pd for by George Brand
Sara Jane Poe, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. J. A. Poe, 300 Eddings,
Fulton, was honored by the dean
of the UK College of Arts and
Sciences. A UK freshman, she is a
1966 graduate of Fulton High
School.
Miss DeMyer, a senior at the
University, is a 1963 graduate of
Fulton High Sohool.

Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.
It's worth a
try,isn't it?

6 years old.
90 PROOF

$485

4/5 QT.

$155

1/2 PT.

Kentucky Straight Bourbon, Proof 8, 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.
90
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An Open Letter To All Of Western Kentucky

• PIERCE STATION
By Mrs. Charles Lowe

nnounce the
6, in Fulton

new dishes
Perfection

proved since my last write-up. He
suffered some limb trouble and has
been a-bed for several days. We
hope he will continue to improve.
Grark Bynum has been able to
walk out in his yard, indicating
that improvement continues remarkably well again this week,
which we are all glad to know.

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

4-H Variety Show
To Feature Talent

el Public Lithese sewing
through the
n the shelves.

ious injury
ng missiles

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 16, 1967

By Mrs. Carey Friel&
Canvassing of ballots for the
Hopewell Presbyterial Cumberd
since
constructe
oundage
Burley Tobacco Acreage-P
MARTIN, March — "Paul Meek price. Buildings
land Presbyterian Women will
classroom Referendum which was conducted
Rev. Russell Rogers Oiled his apmeet Saturday, March 18, at 9.30 Library" will be the name placed 1934 include dormitories,
buildeducation
physical
by mail from February 27 through pointment at New Salem Baptist
a. m., at McKenzie. Dr. Hubert over the entrance of a $2 million bu.dclings,
a football March 3 revealed that all eligible Church the past Sunday at 11 a. m.
Morrow will be the consecration facility now under construction on ings, a heating plant,
stadium and a student center. voters in Fulton County cast ballots The evening service was devoted to
speaker. The program for the day the U-T Martin Branch campus.
gospel singing at this appointed
Campus and farm acreages have in favor of Acreage-Poundage.
will be ways and means to mate
The board of -trustees of The Uniclass and congregationCPW in the beat church more ef- vensity of Tennessee meeting in also been increased.
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A senior at Winge High School,
Lance Cunningham, was the winner
of the District High School Oratorical Contest, held last Thursday in
Mayfield and sponsored by the
American Legion. He will enter the
state contest in Letcington on
March 19.
the son of Mr. and
Lance, 17,
• Cunningham of Wing°.
Mrs.
Second place was won by Jeannie Kyle, 17, of Fulton County High
School.
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[.J. Roberts
nter in Ari-

Fulton County Vote
Favors Burley Plan

°me Greene, star of Chevrolet's "Bonanza", each Sunday night on

A Different Hind of Sale You Can't Afford to Miss
at low
sales offer stripped down, bottom-of-the-line cars
March.
prices. But look what your Chevrolet dealer's offering during
e impala V8
Five popular accessories and options on a handsom
Air Sedan.
Bel
V8
4-Door
or
-Door
2
a
prefer,
you
if
or
Sport Coupe,
you can
And best of all, you're getting the car you want at a price
the
afford in plenty of time for traveling this summer. Just check
extra low price with your dealer. Hurry.

Some

You pick the car now and we add
this:
Every sale car comes with five handsome whitewall tires, four dressy
wheel covers, bumper guards for
the front and rear, two handsome
wraparound lights for the front
fenders and even a pushbutton AM
radio. You'll notice, every option
and accessory in the package is
there to make the car you choose
more luxurious, more finished.
1

For even more enjoyment, specify
these:
Order power steering and power
brakes and your Chevrolet dealer
Includes them at a special Bonanza
Sale package savings. If you've

Proud Of Your Property?

never had power steering and
power brakes, now's your chance.
BONUS—BONUS—BONUS!
While the Sale is on, you can order
Chevrolet's big 275-hp Turbo-Fire
V8 engine together with Powerglide
and save yourself a bundle. Both
the engine and the Powerglide
come specially priced.
Truck Buyers—You save now, tool
Need a pickup? Look what your
dealer has in store for you. A handsome half-ton Fleetside pickup
(Model CE10934) with 175-hp V8, a
pushbutton radio, chrome hubcaps
and custom appearance and comfort items all wrapped up in one
low-priced Bonanza package.

Bonanza Sale Days Are Slipping by Fast.
Hurry Down to Your Dealer's Now!

GEORGE BRAND
WE RENT - -.
Hospital bet's
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO. ,
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky. \

George Brand does not want

QM
IMMIS OP 1 MS1111001

16-3087

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
FOURTH STREET

FUL TON

Mr. and Mrs. Roy Lawson of
Sturgis, Ky., and Riley Smith of
Fulton were recent visitors of Mr.
and Mrs. R. A. DeMyer.
Mrs. Bud Stem has been on the
sick list the past week.
Mrs. John Smith is at home and
slowly improving. Recent visitors
in the Smith home were Miss Annie
Eagle and several friends from
McKenzie. Sunday visitors were
Tummy Taylor and Miss Cathryn
Williamson of Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Adams of
Martin spent Sunday afternoon
with Mr. -and Mrs. Bud Stem. Mr.
and Mrs. Wallace Cunningham of
Paducah spent Friday with the
Stem family and Mr. and Mrs.
John Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Adams of Martin and Mr. and Mrs. Rey Adams
and Mrs. Aubrey Adams of Fulton
were dinner guests of Mrs. C. E.
Lowe Sunday. Leland Adams of
Fulton called during the afternoon.

PHONE 472-2466

your tax commissioners office
moved to Frankfort — he will
fight against it — another reason
want

the

Louisville

him

politicians

defeated. Re-elect

George Brand State Senator.
Pd for by.George Brand

liquor — he made enemies
When Senator Brand voted against removing tax off of
tax on your property —
increasing
against
of the Distilleries. When George Brand voted
against Civil Rights
alone
voted
Brand
George
When
Louisville.
he made enemies of
Bill, he made enemies of N. A. A. C. P.
would be defeated for reelection.
The above BIG 3 Powers warned Senator Brand he
Brand told them "You did not have
Senator Brand accepted their challenge. Senator
on and I don't believe you have
constituti
the
enough money to pass the bill to rewrite
Senate Seat to Louisville."
Kentucky
West
move
and
me
defeat
to
enough money
has one. If Louisville defeats
"Louisville has seven Senators and West Kentucky
and Western Kentucky will have
Senators
eight
have
will
Louisville
then
George Brand,
green. For West Kentucky's sake, keep
The Sign Says: For the lands sake, keep it
Senator George Brand in the Senate.
He has nobody for him except you, the
Re-elect George Brand your State Senator.
people.

always voted for you.
Vote for a West Kentucky man — he has

GEORGE BRAND
FOR STATE SENATOR
This ad paid for by George Brand
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For the next two months you
can make a double savings by buyyour GAS APPLIANCES ... we
are calling this special event our
"Gas Appliance Open"!
Miss Ruddle

Engagement Of Miss Marie Ruddle
To Mr. Danny Carver Is Announced
Mr. and Mrs. William Newton
Ruddle of Fulton announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Miss Marie
Elizabeth Rudidie, to Mr. Danny
Carver, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Carver of Fulton.
Miss Ruddle was graduated from
Fulton City High School, where
she received the Betty Crocker
Homemaker Award and was chosen
Fulton's Junior Miss in her senior
year.
The bride-elect is a sophomore
at Murray State University, where
she is a member-of Delta Lambda
Alpha, honorary fraternity, and the
Silver Stars Coed Drill Team. Her
majors are Business arid English
and her mime. is-Home Economics.
Mr. Carver graduated from Fulton High School and received his
Bachelor of Science degree in Art

at Murray State University in 1966.
He is presently attending the University of Illinois, where he was
awarded a fellowship to do graduate work.
He was a member of Kappi Pi,
honorary art fraternity, Alpha Phi,
Kentucky Chapter of the National
honorary scholastic fraternity and
was named outstanding art education student at Murray State University in 1965.
Miss Ruddle is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Ruddle
of Mayfield and Mr. and Mrs. E.
C. Bowers of Dothan, Alabama.
Mr. Carver's grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Carver and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Harrison, all
of Fulton.
The wedding is being planned for
June 11, 1967, in the First Baptist
Church of Fulton, Kentucky.

Mrs. Pittman
Honored With
Baby Shower
Mrs. Joe Pittman was honored
Wednesday evening of last week
with a pink and blue shower in the
home of Mrs. Charles Sadler at
Crutchfield. After games were enjoyed, with prizes going to Mrs.
Elizabeth Meketi and Mrs. Lloyd
Henderson, the hostess served refreshments of cake and punch. Mrs.
Pittman's gift corsage was of
baby articles.
Many nice and useful gifts were
received.
Those attending and sending gifts
•
were: Mrs. Montez Oliver, Mrs.
Lloyd Henderson, Mrs. David
Travis, Mrs. Donald Ray, Mrs.
James Stairs, Mrs. Elizabeth Meketi, Mrs. Nell Bayer, Mrs. H. D.
Pittman, Mrs. Ruby Sawyer, Mrs.
W. W. Jetton, Mrs. Tommy Forehand, Mrs. Howard Barron, Mrs.
Robert Polsgrove, Mrs. Roy Cruet,
Mrs. Eph Dawes, Mrs. Ethel
Oliver, Mrs. Chester Wade, the
honoree, Mrs. Pittman, and the
hostess, Mrs. Sadler.

represents all

the people of West Ky. — he is
financing himself, he will conduct a modest campaign — he
will not be obligated to Louisville or the politicians or the
N. A. A. C. P. Re-elect George
Brand your State Senator.
Pd for by George Brand

A FREE GAS DRYER may
be yours if you register for it. See
the information below for further
particulars.

Sheri Elliott
Awarded Dorm
Scholarship
Sheri Lou Elliott, 600 Third
Street, has been selected to receive
a $100 dormitory scholarship at
Murray State University.
Ten dormitory scholarships are
awarded each semester to girls
living in campus dormitories. To
receive the scholarships, the girls
must have a 3.5 scholastic average
based on a 4.0 scale, and be active
in both dormitory and campus activities.
The scholarship winners are selected by a committee of residence
hall directors and the dean of women's staff.
Miss Elliott is a senior majoring
in elementary education and English. She is a member of Alpha
Omicron Pi.

Now Is The Time To Buy Your

Whimn

GAS RANGE
GAS SPACE HEATER

1). Prot
lanc•
bars on I

Chuck Pawlukiewicz, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Pawlukiewicz of
Fulton, was installed Tuesday,
March 7, as a pledge of Sigma Chi
Fraternity at Murray State University. He is a sophomore psychology
major at Murray.

George Brand voted against
Civil Rights bill — he voted
against reducing tax on liquor—
he voted against property tax
raise — he voted against rewriting the Constitution — no
wonder Louisville politicians,
N. A. A. C. P. and the distilleries want him defeated — Reelect George Brand your Senator.

Louisv ill

GAS FURNACE

and you

political

GAS CLOTHES DRYER

featirvg

isville •

GAS PARTY GRILL
GAS OUTDOOR LIGHTS

and you
elect

G4

ator.

1

FREE!

I REGISTER FOR A FREE GAS DRYER NOW!
There is no obligation to buy anything and
you do not have to be present to win this dryer.
Drawing will be made on May 20.
REGISTER AT SEARS STORE In South Fulton I

I

Pd for by George Brand

In Operation Id Years

IkGaS/

'
,Large Display •
'Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

,
ell144.1111MIMW.

2). Cred
policies.

GAS HOT WATER HEATER

Greenfield Monument Works

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-18C1

Detroit
confeeeioni

PLEDGE AT MURRAY

Surprised!
Exasperated wife: "I knew I
was marrying a blooming idiot, but
Clay's bid for a ministerial deI didn't think you were a peren- ferment rejected.
nial "
George Brand

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS on
all gas appliances are being featured by those dealers in the Twin
Cities area for gas appliances installed on our lines during this
two-month period. Go to your
favorites participating dealer
NOW and he will tell you all
about it; or you can call the Gas
Utility Department at the South
Fulton City hall for information
if you wish.
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• CAYCE NEWS
By Mao CLatioe Bondurant

CHESTNUT GLADE
By IlinefiHarvey Vaughn

Jack Forrest, the Fulton High star.
who tossed in the winning marker
to give the Bulldogs their first
Regional Championship in 1957,
when Fulton defeated North Marshall 55-53 in the finals; Ward
Burnette, a Fulton High player,
who was a • member of the 1959
team that provided the state championship North Marshall team with

Mr. and Mrs. Duren Terrell reRecent Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. arid Mrs. John E. Cruce were: turned home from Memphis, where
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wilkins of near he was a patient at the Baptist
Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Over- Hospital and had surgery last Satby, Mr. and Mrs. Buford Campbell urday.'
and Mr. and Mrs. Larry Walker
Mrs. Montez Trapp has returned
and baby of Clinton.
to her home in Frisco, Colorado,
Last week members of the Cayce after a visit to relatives here and
and Mt. Zion Churches enjoyed the at Sheffield, Ala., where she visited
series of services of the "Venture her son, Barry Qualls, and family
of Faith" at the Cayce Methodist and her sister, Mrs. Ralph McChurch. The visiting evangelist Knight, and Mr. McKnight.
was Rev. Horace Henry of FriendMrs. John Vorthines was dismissship, Tenn.
ed from the Baptist Hospital in
Mrs. Lurlie Cruce has returned Paducah last Wednesday, after
home after a two-weeks visit with surgery there on March 1.
relatives in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Brundige,
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Curtsinger from. Nashville, visited Mr. and
and sons, of St. Louis, spent the Mrs. Irvin Brundige Sunday.
A spring revival will be at the
week-end with her parents, Mr.
Ruthville Church, beginning March
and Mrs. Gentry Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holdman and 26. Brother Ray Whitney, from
son Joe, of Beaver Dam, were Sun- Dresden, will be the evangelist.
(lay guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. The congregation has recently purchased an additional amount of
Freeze.
Miss Sue Ammons, of Memphis, land from Mrs. Ada Rhodes and
spent the week-end with her par- will add several Sunday School
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Ammons. rooms to the building, which are
Miss Clarice Bondurant was badly needed, due to the increase
Sunday dinner guest of Mr. and in membership and attendance.
Mrs. Cecil Burnette.
Mrs. Jessie Brown is visiting Mr.
Miss Cindy Adams spent Monday and Mrs. DareII Terrell.
night with her grandmother, Mrs.
This correspondent has been and
Gentry Harris.
will be assisting the County Court
We are glad Freddie Gadberry is Clerk, Charles Butts, in the sale of
home from the Fulton Hospital. We car licenses during the month of
wish him a speedy recovery.
March. She had the opportunity of
Miss Brenda Cruce, of Murray doing this pleasant work for Ellis
State University, spent the week- Featherstone during the eight
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. years he was the County Court
Keithly Cruce.
Clerk.
Larry Gardner, also of Murray
Opal Pounds and Mrs. Van
State University, spent the week- Brann have returned to their home
end with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. in Memphis, after spending several
John E. Cruce.
days with relatives here. Mr. and
Work was begun last week on the Mrs. Harvey Vaughan carried
new Cayce and Mt, Zion parson- them home Wednesday.
age. It is being built on the same
The Chestnut Glade Club will
lot as the old one in Cayce.
meet in the home of Mrs. Wayne
Sloan
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Grissom for the regular monthly
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Paul meeting on Thursday, March 16.
Algae in Tiptonville Sunday after- Visitors are cordially invited.
noon.
Sunday night Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan visited with Mrs. Grace
TOURNAMENTHoodenpyle of near Clinton.
Dr. and Mrs. Ray Ammons and
(Continued from Page One)
family, of Murray, were Saturday
Competing for the West Kentucky
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Invitational title will be 4 teams
Jim Ammons.
from Paducah, two from Mayfield,
Detroit police plan to use TV for a Fulgham team and the Fulton
Independents. Trophies will be givconfeesions.
en the winners, runners-up and
ceMerniMI=Wr third place winners, following the
finals on Thursday
The Fulton Independent team
Whitnel Funeral Home
has lost only two encounters this
sei-son and both losses were to coloffers
:ego teams. Their losses were to
UTMB and Bethel College fresh1). Prompt, courteous •mbumen, but they are unbeaten by any
lance service with 2 staff memother independent team. The Fulbers on duty at all times.
ton team consists of such outstand2). Credit on Tennessee Burial ing players as:
Burnett, former Fulton High
policies.
star, who made the All-Purchase
team in 1957 and went on to star
Telephone 472-2331
at the University of Louisyllie in
1957-60.
riMNIM=r1IMIMe
Seay, who has led the scoring far
the locals, is a former Cuba High
Louisville has seven senators
school star and made the All-Purchase team for three straight
and you have ono, if Louisville
years. He scored over 2000 points
politicians are successful in de- during his high school career.
Yates, former Fulton High basketfeating George Brand, then Lou'
ball coach and now principal of
South Fu•Iton High school, is also a
isville will have eight senators
member of the team. He received
and you will hav• none - R•All-State honorable mention in 1943
as a Member of the Cuba team. He
elect George Brand State Senplayed college ball at Murray State
University and also at the Univerator.
sity of Tennessee, Martin.
Pd for by George Brand
Other twin cities players are

Third - place trophy and ten in
night of the finals. You do not
have to be present to win.
dividual player trophies are do
The first place trophy and ten nated by E. J. McCollum, Agent
individual player trophies are be- Standard Oil Company, Fultou.
ing donated by Fulton Coca-Cola
A TV set, donated by the CW
Bottling Company.
Nalianal and Fulton Ranks, wil
Second place trophy and ten in- be given Thursday night to sem,
dividual player trophies are do- lucky fan. It is not necessary for
nated by Pepsi Bottling Company the winner to be present at tilt
drawing.
of Fulton.

it; only defeat of the season; Ken
Wray, who made the All-Purchase
team while playing at Wingo High
School and later played at Murray
State; Larry Boyd of Wingo, Mike
Ruddle, Fulton High and Byron
Kitehner, who played high school
ball in Illinois.

ed later.
Tickets went on sale Monday,
March 13 and will cost $3.00 for
adults for the four-day tournament
Student tickets for the tournament
will east $1.50. Individual game
tickets will be $1.00 tor adults and
50c for students. Each game ticket
Other team rosters and indi- entitles purchaser to a chance on
vidual background will be iinnounc- a television to be given away the

,wecare

'Super-Right'Quality Meats!
SUPER RIGHT-FULLY MATURED BEEF

CHUCK
ROAST
AAP hasnationally RIB ROAST
7tJ
famous brands
Hams HasiiiRsR
no-one else has! Smoked

CENTER CUT BLADE

SUPER RIGHT BEEF

lig. Ira miss70A
LB.'
Lb.89c CUT

rt.
Lo

SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED

_ SEM1•11011HESS

WHOLE OR HALF

ib.
I 0112Ttoi4
WHOLEG

SUPER
Corned Beef
Cod Or Perch

You A&P hasall the brand EKON you know and want...
Del Monte,Campbell, Nabisco,Mina Kraft...just to nameafeit

al

Not every store can offer you this. AAPean...and does.
Shouldn't AAP be your store?
PAC1110 TEA OM.1/10.

EK 3BAG
LB.

PIESB
,. .

175

DETERGENT

49c

?;-LBZ. 774
1O
BOX

te

A,

AM'PINEA-GRAPEFRUIT

3 89
4 89C
4 9c
PKGS.

1 31

BATHROOM TISSUES

COLDSTREAM PINK
1 LE CAN

1 ISt 9
44
2P

9

SULTANA GOLDEN A 1.1-5.1-0Z.L
L it CANS
U
zpjMAL

66.OZ. CANSI 79
Action
Vel
LIQUID
Bleach DETERGENT
CTN.

22 OZ. BOX

BO T.
12-01

1-QT. 8-0Z.98C
SOT.

BOX

554

CAN

ING FROM FLORIDA
THE REAL TH

WITH AMMONIA

13„LoBz..

HAM.

654 Shortening
Corn

A&P LIGHT CHUNK al 6K-OZ.
79
e21 CAN 7
Yt

1-LB. 4-0Z
BOX

5-LB. 4-07.
BOX

VS

SAVE„
SANDWICH

Cloud

Cold Ajax Ajax
LIQUID
LAUNDRY
Power DETERGENT
CLEANER
DETERGENT
33c
79c
77t 68t

1-0Z.
(
3-1-1133 0

LLB. 5-0Z. /IC
CAN

„25

Fruit Drink
Puffs
Whi

75c

14-0Z. 1
CAN I

BOX

i.cc.

FACIAL TISSUES

SPRAY DEODORANT

CLEANSER

WITH BORAX
1•LB.4-0Z.33c

kP

et

Secret

Ajax

39C

BROWN 'T4 SERVE

Salmon
4-0Z. CAN
Tuna
A&P FROZEN CONCENTRATED ORANGE JUICE

Fab

044)
l
(s AWS11

Potato Chips.14:590 Donuts:1E(4.'
21*".450
Bread
Dependable Groceries!
Rolls DINNER

TUBE

HOME PERMANENT
SPECIAL $1 23

ASP', LOW PRICE

)55c
(LSAACIEB EiltoRtY

wE 1 14
Eight O'Clock Coffee"1
Crest
Prell Shampoo TOOTH
)
PASTE

Lilt

Bt.oe.
x 139

13.10C
Cabbage 2LBs.1.50 Pole Beans LB.190
Fresh Kale 7..1°..190 Strawberries-3ml"
Jane Parker Baked Foods!

If assured quality isn't enough,
and if you're concerned about your food costs,think of this:
A&P's own nationally famous brands offer you assured savings...
meaningfulsavings.

3% OZ.

FROZEN OCEAN
FILLETS
Lb. AI

BANANAS

By virtue of quality.
Quality so outstanding, we guarantee without condition,
that they are the equal ofor better than any brand you know.

1.7 OZ. mic
TUBE '11/

POINT END

Canned Ham southern star 8lb. can $5.99
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables!

These exclusive ASP Brands have earned their
nationallyfamous reputation. How?

cO8VEIGHT•INS,mlGREAT AT1ANSIO

694

R RIGHT
(Flat End Lb. 994

But your ASP has more brandslike
A&P,Ann Page,JaneParker-just to name a few.

LB.694

LOBR.H5V14.18,tb9..554

1 PT. 6 OZ. BOT.

77C

56t87C

2 294 Florient
Palmolive Soap
57c
79t Ajax Window Cleaner B1ZLE 28t
Palmolive Soap
4 BAN 454 Ad Detergent
33C Handi Wipes
Soaky Liquid Bath
Yel Detergent
White House PLAY AWARDS & SURPRIZE PARTY
Easter Safe I
Evaporated Milk
6 - 14'/z oz. Cans
(littotomood
97c
BATH SIZE

AIR FRESHENER

BARS

LIQUIlliD2-DoEzT.E13;NT

6-02. CAN

BOTTLE

Palmo•live

REG. SIZE

3-LB. 2.0Z. BOX

PKG, OF 1048tr

15-0Z. BOX

"Z."Tni 690

YOU CAN WIN UP TO $1,000 IN CASH
NO PURCHASE REQUIRE TO PLAY

SOW Ma

.
2
.
NUM lien UP mm
11W11.
Mord oia IMO wow

°della Ray

*.99

EMITO1 SHIM WO morroer2 I NMI

$1.29

SOLD ONLY
AT ALM

V-8 Cocktail

A FEW OF THE MANY RECENT WINNERSI
Carl James
Betty Pearson
Hugh Fly

SERIES 9)827

Tal
=7=trto.
Milian WE meet% I Pelf*
2-11. le Sy ,0
1
1/
ococeedo @trim
g
Wee reinforced.

elefr

VEGETABLE JUICE
141T.14-02. CAN

390

Crisco
SHORTENING

Rena Hayes
Ellen Hooker
Carley Bell

3 CLL. 89C

Sammy Haddad
A. T. Bennett

SERIES 91827

120 CAME

$10 UAW

V

NY

STRAWIE1111
MEWLS

eatirtO
PEMIUTS

Helen Breeden

Mrs. Paul Turboville
Mrs. Virgil McClanahan

WEN
fel ME

IS WIFIC

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. MARCH 18TH
COMING SOON!
discount
Watch for announcement on special
prices on gas appliances next week in this
newspaper!

Camay
SOAP
87c

68ATH SIZE BARS IN
APOTHECARY
JAR

Samsonite Folding Chair
or TABLE $399
Regular 6.95 Values

YOUR

CHOICE Only

WWI 25.00
In Cash
Righter Tapes

A&P COLOMBIAN.

Coffee
'CLIA79C

Bankers Pay Tribute To Farmers..Many Leaders Are Honored
FULTON, Ky.—Paul Wilson and
Roy Eddie Taylor took top honors
for youth at the 12th annual Fulton
County Bankers Agricultural and
Home Economics Recognition banquet recen'
At the ba:lquet, held at Carr gymnasium in Fulton, Wilson was
named "Star 'Farmer" and Taylor
was chosen "Outstanding Senior
Agricultural Student."
Wilson is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John Wilson and Taylor's parents
are Mr. and Mrs. Roy M. Taylor of
Crutchfield.
Wilson, the Star Farmer, was
unable to be present, but his younger brother, Max, accepted the
plaque for him.
The Star Farmer is a junior at
Fulton County High School and was
chosen for his good farming program and excellent records. He has
shown calves since entering high
school at Murray and Fulton (bunFairs and in 1964 he had the
grand champion Hereford at the
Murray Beef Show. He has already
iad earnings of over $1,000 in his
farm program.
Taylor was chosen for his outstanding farming program during
js four years in high school. His
'2abor earning totaled $1,971.17 in
Ms three years. He has made a
3plendid record both in his farmmg program and his academic record. He has maintained an averige above 95 in all his grades in
agriculture.
Many other outstanding young
aeople in various fields of agricul:ure and home economics were
Aso recognized at the event. Hosts
were the Fulton Bank, City Nationii Rank of Fulton and the Citizens
3ank of Hickman.
A number of adults also were
cited for achievements in agricul.ure, including a former resident,
Warren C. Thompson, of Lexington,
George Brand voted against the
$2.50 car inspection tax — he
will vote to repeal this law in
the 1968 legislature, if, you return him to the Senate — another reason Louisville wants
him defeated — Re-elect George
Brand your State Senator.
Pd for by George Brand

vibe with his wife, the former Betty
Goldsmith of Fulton, were special
guests at the banquet.
Thompson, "Kentucky's Man of
the Year in Agriculture for 1966,"
was presented a plaque by P. T.
Head, editor and second vice president of Progressive Farmer.
Head said in presenting the
plaque, "This is the man who is
doing the most for getting good
pasture and good forage crops
throughout the state. He has devoted his life, giving of his time
farbeyond the call of his job to the
betterment of Kentucky's farmers."
Thompson is the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Thompson and
his father was named Master
Farmer of Kentucky in 1950.
Other awards to adults in agricultural fields included — Reginald
Williamson, who received the
award given annually to a farmer
in Kentucky for distinguished service in the Farm Bureau. Williamson has served at every office in
the County Farm Bureau and has
served as president for 12 years.
Mrs. W. B. Sowell, "Purchase
Area Master Farm Homemaker"
for 1966, also was recognized. Mrs.
Sowell, her husband and three
children live on a 325 acre farm in
the Sylvan Shade community. She
has been a member of the Homemakers Club ever since she has
lived in Fulton County.
Master conservationist awards
were presented to B. E. Bennett,
Who has a 101-acre farm north of
Liberty Church, James Browder,
Who raises dairy cattle on a 145acre farm on West State Line and
Carl Mikel, who specialized in polled hereford beef cattle on his 184
acre farm in the Brownsville community.
Conservation Honor Awards went
to Joe Barnett and Harold Garrison, Fulton County School; W. L.
Holland, Mansfield Martin, Fulton
City Schools; Jeff Lester, Cayce
and Bobby Childers, Hickman Elementary.
Harold McClellan was presented
the Goodyear Award for the "Most
Outstanding
Conservationist" in
Fulton County.
Members of the Mid-South Fat
Stock judging team, who placed
fifth at the Mid-South Fair, were
presented medals. Members of the
team were Joe Sanger, Glen Mangold, Ricky Ilepler and Tommy
Herder.
.The county sewing demonstration

pAy
LESS

FARMERS WHO USE A
SINGLE
SOURCE
OF CREDIT

A single source of credit, adequate
in amount and available when you
need it, SAVES YOU MONEY.
How? You buy for cash and pay
less; you pay a known interest rate;
your total costs are less. Your
Production Credit Association can
best supply you with this single
source of credit. Want proof?
Then contact:

PCA LOANS
JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit
Association
JOHN P. WILSON
Field Off. Mgr.
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 236-2506

WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 653-5161

champions, Marta Moon, Diane
Harrison and Joyce bee, also received awards.
Fonda Adams and Sara Don
Fleming Were named the two outstanding girls in Home economics
at Fulton County High School.
The officers and directors of the
Medals were received by the 4-H
Production
Purchase
Junior project champions, Nancy Jackson
Taylor, Nancy Dixon, Carol Card- Credit Association attended a fourwell, Virginia Moss, Wanda Moore, state conference with PCA leaders
Dorothy Wilkins and Debbie Sowell. on March 13, and 14, in Louisville,
Kentucky. Approximately 300 from
Members of the Fulton County
Ohio, Indiana, Kentucky and TenFFA Soil Judging team, Roy Eddie
nessee were in attendance.
Taylor, Tim Lusk, Jimmy George
and John Fleming, received blue
Representing the Ja kson Purribbons for their efforts in compe- chase PCA at this meeting were:
tition with 20 other high schools of Cloys A. Hobbs, General Manager;
the Purchase at Murray.
Charles ,Magness, Asst. to the ManKathy Mabry, daughter of Mr. ager; and dirt-dors: Paul Payne,
and Mrs. Donald Mabry of Cayce, James Wilson, Arthur Hambrick,
received a 4-H jacket, as county H. D. Hilliard, Parnell G-arrigan
and Will Ed Hendon. Several of
champion in electric projects.
them were accompanied by their
Paul Wilsbn, Gid Bransford,
wives.
Richard Triplett and Mark Moon,
Already in January and Februmembers of the Fulton County FFA
Fat Stock team, were recognized ary of this year, the Jackson Purchase
PCA has made loan committfor their achievements at the Midments totaling more than $4,500,South Fair.
Jackie Pewitt, Danny Kyle and 000, to its farmer members in
Edward Glidewell were recognized Graves, Oanlisle, Hickman, Fulton,
for their showing at the state fair. Ballard, McCracken, Calloway and
They are members of the dairy
11111111184.
team. Jackie Pewitt also won individual honors at the fair and received a plaque.
Joyce Lee, Fonda Adams, Mark
Moon and Sheila DeMyer were presented medals as county winners in
senior projects.
Those receiving "Star Farm Degrees" were Jimmy DeMyer and
Chuck Everett. Both boys are in
college and their fathers Scott DeMyer and Charles Everett, accepted the award.
Dave Byrd received a certificate
With JIM PRYOR
for winning the outstanding leaderLaritiottunal Agent. Illinois canto' trillion"
ship award at FFA Leadership
Training at Hardinsburg.
DISEASE CONTROL IMPORTANT
Junior Leadership award winners
IN CATTLE MANAGEMENT
were Alice Adams, Joyce Tharp
and Fonda Adams.
At the Dixon Springs Experiment,
Joyce Lee, Fulton High senior, Station on February 2nd, Dr.
who will be a delegate to the Na- Mansfield brought out important
tional 4-H Club Conference in phases for disease control at the
Washington, D. C. on April 22-29, Beef Clinic. Dr. Mansfield said that
was recognized.
shipping fever from cattle costs
Area 4-H champions who partici- Illinois and Kentucky cattle 'Propate in the state fair at Louisville ducers heavy losses annually. Losswere Fonda Adams, who placed es from shipping fever include loss
third in state competition in home of body weight, poorer weight
management and Virginia Moore, gains, increased feeding period,
who won the area competition in expensive treatment, and usually
public speaking and placed in the death to some of the animals.
blue ribbon group at the state fair.
Shipping fever is usually observMedals went to Ginger Yarbro, ed in cattle of all breeds and ages
Janet Adams, Ellen Adams, Nancy and under various forms of manTaylor, Donna
Perry, Fonda agement. It usually occurs howAdams and Shelia DeMyer as coun- ever in calves that have been subty winners in the dress revue. "
jected to some degree of strain.
Miss Shelia Ann Moss, daughter Weaning, sorting, shipping, change
of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moss, re- of feed, water, environment, and
ceived a trophy as the winner of exposure to infection are among
the First District Dairy Princess some of the stress that cause shiptitle in Murray last October. She ping fever.
was selected "Miss Congeniality"
Stress provides the triggering
at the state contest. She is a sopho- factor for these bacteria and virusmore at Freed-Hardeman.
es to become active Dr. Mansfield
FHA awards were presented to brought out. Stress has been defintwo Fulton High School senior girls, ed as any deviation from normal
Carbie Lou Bolin and Brenda Mc- conditions. It usually results from
Bride.
poor management procedures, nuAwards went to Jeannie Turner tritional imbalance, and disease.
who exhibited the champion Angus
Dr. Mansfield brought out 9 pracand grand champion of the Murray tices of good management that will
District shop; Cubb Stokes, who reduce stress which include, (1)
showed the champion Hereford; buy fresh, healthy cattle, (2) buy
David Adams, the champion short- cattle of one origin, (3) protect cathorn and Ellen Sanger, the reserve tle against winter extremes,(4) proshorthorn.
vide rest for several days upon arConservation essay winners in rival, (5) do not restitin, dehorn,
the county receiving awards were or castrate calves during the restSteve Jones, county winner; Wau- ing period, (6) turn calves into
dell Trusty Yarbro, second .place .10; to; paaj .1BOU sannsed ssea2
county winner; Eugene House, close observation, (7) provide
Alice Caldwell, Brenda Council, clean water in easily accessible
Wanda Everett, Denise
Wiley,
Karen Rice, Jack Watts, Avery
Hancock, Pam McNeill, Cynthia
Homra, Gid Bransford, Steve Jones
and Wendell Yarbro.

Jackson Purchase Credit Association
Sends Leaders To State Meeting

peaty
emi

?emu
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OBION COUNTY

bidding was fair to active. Demand
was good for breeding age animals.
Buyers were from Tennessee, Kentucky, Mississippi, and Missouri.

Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Teem.

WADE HEREFORD CATTLE
AVERAGE $387

ASCS SIGN UP DEADLINE—
MARCH 17

Tom Wade's 4rth Annual Production Sale of Registered Hereford
cattle averaged $387 last Thursday
with the high selling animal being
a bull that sold for $3,000 to a Hereford Ranch in Alabama. Twentysix bulls averaged $432 which
was the same bull average as the
Angus Sale on Wednesday, While
25 females averaged $306. A total
of 51 Hereford cattle sold for $19,275 for a $387 average. Buyers
were from Tennessee, Kentucky,
Alabama, Louisiana, Missisaippi,
Missouri and Arkansas.

Marshall Counties, Mr. Hobbs reports. Farm Credit needs in 1967
Without signing up in the varare expected to exceed those in
programs by
1966 rather substantially, he pre- ious 1967 diversion
March 17, 1967 deadline, your farm
dicts.
can earn no price support or diverThe Louisville conference opened sion program payments this year.
1
2 to
with a report by Homer C. Hay- If you intend to divert from 12/
ward, president of the Federal In- 35 percent of your 1967 cotton allottermediate Credit Bank, which last ment, please make every effort to
year provided 642 million dollars in sign up before the March 17 deadloans made to farmers mostly line. Participation in feed grain
through PCA's. Economists from and wheat programs is optional,
the Universities of Kentucky and but even these programs require
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
Purdue discussed the economic and that you declare your intentions on
17.
or
before
March
farm management out looks and
March 16 - Feeder Pig Sale Farm Credit Governer R. B.
FEEDER CALF SALE — APRIL Dresden.
Tootell, Washington, D. C., spoke
March 16 - Annual Meeting 4, 1967
on "Farm Credit Faces Its ChalPCA - Union City.
lenges." A professional manageMarch 17 - Deadline for Signup The Annual Spring Feeder Calf
ment consultant lead a session on Sale sponsored by the Obion County ASOS.
March 18 - Holstein Sale - Dresmanagement leadership and the Livestock Association will be held
April 4 at the West Tennessee Auc- den.
banquet was addressed by Ray
March 18 - Polled Herc!:rd Sale.
tion Company located on the Union
Montsalvatge, inspirational speaker City-Martin Highway. Producers Brownsville.
from Dayton, Ohio.
who have calves they would like
to consign to this sale should conHOMEMAKERS MEETING
tanks, (8) keep good quality avail- tact the County Agent's Office or
able at all times, (9) the medica- the Feeder Calf Committee comThe Fulton Homemakers will
tion of drinking water with sulfas, posed of: W. T. Garrigan, Jr., Paul meet today, Thursday, in the home
electrolytes, and vitamins protects Grisham, Johnnie Wall, Rufus Tay- of Mrs. J. B. Rafferty at 10:30
against secondary infections and lor and Charles Powell. Field in- o'clock.
spection of the calves will start in
nutritional deficiencies.
As to the treatment for shipping the near future. April should find
fever, sort cattle for weak or sick the grass a lot greener which we
animals, isolate properly in hos- hope will strengthen the calf marpital pen for immediate treatment. ket.
Treat individual animals with sul- OBION ANGUS AVERAGE $300
fas, antibiotics, electrolytes and
vitamins under the supervision of
The Obion County Angus Associaa veterinarian. It is always best to tion Sale here Wednesday, March
treat animals 24 hours after normal 8, averaged $300 on 68 lots, with
temperature has been restored.
six bulls figuring at $432, 62 feDr. Mansfield brought out an- males $283. and the top ten head
other interesting factor in disease averaged $436.
control as far as shipping fever is
Top bull at $523 was Fileenmere
concerned a new inactivated or Ken Ten 220, co:isigned by Ken
killed vaccine is now being tried in Ten Angus Farm, Hickman, Ky.,
ArJennas Installed
some field trials but as to its im- and sold to Davies Plantation,
portance at this time he says that Brunswick, Tenn.
we will have to wait for further
Top female at $485 was Kinochinvestigation and trials.
try Beauty MCK 45 M4, consigned
Dr. Mansfield brought out the
by Robert C. McKinley, Fulton,
TELEVISION
importance of the vaccination of
Ky., and bought by David Bird,
animals coming into the feed lot
306 Main Phone 472-3643
Sikeston, Mo.
from several sources. He advocates
There was a medium crowd and
vaccination against IRB (Infectious
Bovine
Ithinotracheitis),
Blackleg, and Leptospiroses. Dr.
Mansfield advised caution in using
You'll Say they're
BVD (Bovine Virus Diarrhea), on
newly arrived animals. Ile stated
that the new BVD Vaccine can
cause troubles when used on stress
weakened or less than healthy animals.
At the first sign of any trouble
Fulton. Sy.
Lake Straet
an early diagnosis of the disease is
of utmost importance. A competent
veterinarian should be called in if
there is any question what so ever.
It is extremely difficult to have
an economical feed gain on an animal that has suffered any type disease during its feeding period.
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BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT

entucky born
and bred.

George Brand is not here for
a reason, he was not sent here
by the politicians, he was born
here, lived here all his life —
•-s.
and will stay here to fight your
battles — Re-elect George Brand
State Senator.

Old Medley is bourbon In the
finest traditions of Old Kentucky.
Especially made by
Fielschmann to be smooth and
mellow—a 90 proof bourbon
remarkably rich In flavor and
character. Yet you'll find it
surprisingly modest In price.
For'bourbon you'll be proud to
serve, ask for Old Medley.

$4.25 Fifth

Pd for by George Brand

pam
the

NOTICE OF SALE

"We Like Bananas"

ATTENTION FARMERS
You are invited to an agricultural meeting at the "One and All
Club," Fulton, Kentucky, 7:00 P. M. March 20th 1967.
Topics to be discussed at this meeting will be general cultural
practices and management ideas using "Golden Acres" brand KenBred seed corn, T. E. Haygrazer & Forage Sorghums.
Dinner will be served promptly at 7:00 P. M.Come out and enjoy fellowship, information and refreslunents. The place again,"One
and All dub" Fulton, Kentucky, 7:00 P. W This meeting is being
sponsored by A. C. Butts and Sons, Your "Golden Acre" dealer for
this area.

Page 6

Default having been made in the payment of
an indebtedness secured by a Deed of Trust executed by tale D. Clark and wife Gwendolyn Clark
conveying the property described as Lot No. 3 in

mg'

Orchard Drive Addition, Grymes Subdivision in
South Fulton, Tennessee to the undersigned as
Trustee, said Deed of Trust being recorded in Trust
Deed Book 31-Y, page 389, Register's Office, Obion

(

County, Tennessee. The holder of said indebtedness
having requested that I do so, this is to give notice
that said property will be sold on Saturday, March
18, 1967 at 10:30 A. M. at the East Door of the
Courthouse in Union City, Tennessee, said property
will be sold to the highest and best bidder for cash,

You:

free from the equity of redemption and all rights of

AN

homestead, dower and courtesy.
This 17th day of February, 1967.
Charles B. Fields, Trustee
WHITE & FIELDS, ATTORNEYS
Union City, Tennessee

90 Proof. Krintuotty *MOW Bourbon VThiskey. Distilled end
rolostanana Dynamo corporation. Owensboro, Kentucky.

Bottled by the

sa,,,,,lisitini4.tioistasssisiesubsosssesessurkiv-ivssoisS•gszeitsbusseisoraiu:ehross.i..S4-sW.,,oilus.a.ssiancsAssru\elaa.ssisc.Valinswei.mkOws000sesst_iikssh.W.,,Kita1.5 r,o,,:o.s."sasasesssieniSSwaSts:aissOwsestsss
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SPEAKS—
South Fulton Baptist PARSON
(Continuod *rem page Two)
Employ Youth Director many followers to leave the traditional teachings of the Church as
handed down from Christ. He was
excommunicated froin the Church
in 144. The last record of Marcion
ism as a religion is in the tenth
century. The word of God again triumphs in its purity.
Mentalism was another innovation that took many members from
the one Christian Faith at this
time.' Montanus was a convert to
the Church around 172. He introduced teachings of Christ given to
REVIVAL
him as private revelations made to
The Calvary Baptist Church in him
while in die convulsions of
Latham will hold revival services hysteria. He -spoke in tongues unMarch 19 through March 24, with
der the spell of the Holy spirit.
services starting at seven o'clock Thousands followed him to the
each evening. Rev. R. C. Blair, plains of Pepusa to establish his
teacher at Baptist Bible College in new religion to wait the end of the
Mayfield, will be the evangelist and world. Obviously, "The Book of
Rev. E. J. Rushing is pastor of the Revelations" was apple pie to this
church. The public is cordially in- group, for it lent itself to wild invited to attend.
terpretations and strange conclusions. The great triumph of MonCIVITANS AT Z ET
taniam was the conversion of one
A number of members of the of history's most brilliant theoloFulton-South Fulton Civitan Club gians, leviathan, who left the
attended the charter meeting of the Church for the plains of Pepusa.
newly organized club in Martin on Even after the founder died, MonTuesday night, March 14. The tanism continued to gain converts
meeting was held at the Gateway but by the sixth century it is heard
of no more in history.
Restaurant.
History repeats itself, and in
modern groups there have arisen
UK MUSIC STUDENT
teachings that remind us again of
WRITES SYMPHONETTE
Marcionism and Montanism. But,
A University of Kentucky fresh- be assured, the Church has declarman music student has written a ed herself centuries ago on such
musical composition that was pre- innovations. Marcionism, Moistenmiered Monday night by the La- ism, Modalism, Mithraism, Manifayette Orchestra in Lexington. theism, Gnosticism, etc: The
Russell White, a former member of litany of names of religions which
the high school orchestra, heard threatened the Church with error
his original composition, Symphon- is long, but each in its own turn,
ette in C minor, performed at the has been "ground to powder" for
group's winter concert. White con- the rock has fallen upon them. The
ducted the orchestra during the teachings as religions are now curpresentation of his work.
iosities in the "History of Theology." So it is, that the Church endures until the end of time as promed by Christ. The body of teaching
George Brand voted for $5000
she defined and clarified wider attack is her doctrine of Faith. It is
homestead tax •xemption for
not a general set of vague norms,
everybody. A lot of help to our
but truth preserved in "jot and
tittle."
senior citizens living CHI fixed
Father Glahn
income—Re-elect George Brand
He Did
One sweet thing to another: "I
like men who make things. Like
Mr. Potter. He made $50,000 last
Pd for by George Brand

Rev. Bill Betts has been called
as summer youth director for the
South Fulton Baptist Church, starting May 15.
Rev. Betts, 20, is a senior student at Southwest Missouri Baptist
College. He brought the morning
message last Sunday at the South
Fulton Baptist Church and a call
was extended to him at the evening
service.

lelepipm4
Talk,

Through it's Church School, adult study classes and services,
Trinity Church offers a full program of worship, instruction and
Trinity Episcopal Church was first organized as a mission in
pastoral care. It has grown rapidly during the past decade and ex1850. Its first church was built in the site of our present library.
tends to all a warm invitation and welcome.
This building was destroyed by fire and the property was -later
sold to the United government as a site for the post office. In 1919 Worship Services —
a new church was built on Washington Street and in 1959 this build.
9:30 A. M., 1st and 3rd Sundays, Holy Communion
lag was sold and the present structure was built on Vine Street.
9:30 A. M., 2nd, 4th and 5th Sundays,Morning Prayer
Trinity Church is a part of the Protestant Episcopal Diocese of
7:00 A. M. Saint's and Holy Days, Holy Communion
Kentucky. It's worship services employ the ancient liturgy of the
early church and the ceremonial, colors and vestments lend a Sunday School —
warmth and richness to the praise of God. A strongly Bible-cen9:30 A. M., nursery to age 10
tered church, it seeks to proclaim the Christ of the sci fixture as it's
5:00 P. M., Episcopal Young Churchmen
Lord and Master.
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH

by
LARRY AD1R
Your Wootton* Manages'

THE RED CARPET IS OUT FOR YOU
Roy. John W. Piatt

Take a "Red Carpet Tour" of your telephone company,conducted by company personnel, and see many of
the mysteries of communications.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope Plat More People Will Go To Church.
It Is Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.

Have You Ever Wondered:
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.

CITY DRUG COMPANY

THE CITIZENS BANK

Your Proscription Drug Store

Make our bank your bank

Compliments of
Fulion Wholesale Florists

Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton

What kinds of telephone equipment is used when
you talk to anyone anywhere in the world?

Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For reservation call 472-1386
or write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.

Fulton and South Fulton

Phone 472-3951

Cut flowers
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-1303

Phone 236-2655

Hickman, Ky.

Green florist supplies
Dial 479.1371

What is located in the telephone building?
PURE MILK COMPANY
FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM

How your calls get from one telephone to another?

EVANS DRUG COMPANY

Fulton, Kentucky
Fulton, Ky.

Phone 472-3311

"The itexall Store"
472-1362

418 Lake Street

Lake Street

Dial 472-2421

Just how does it all work?
Your, or

'.W.James & Sons Supermarkets

ANY GROUP — school group, scouts, clubs, church
groups, or business groups—will get
the "Red Carpet Tour" just by calling the Telephone Office and asking
for /it.

South Fulton, Tenn.

"Live Better Electrically"

Member of Kentucky Burial Assoc.
—

Antiques

Souvenirs
Excellent Food
Private dining for 250

King Motor Company, Inc.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.Inc.
Kentucky Ave.,

Dukedom, Tenn.

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop

Hickman, Ky.

JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
Phone: 469-5414

CALL SOON.

Union City, Team

Hickman, Ky.

Hickman - Fulion R. E. C. C.

Fulton

Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer

Phone 472-1471
101 W. State Line

Phone 479-2V1

B&PW—
(Continued From Page One)
tation was accepted.
Miss Peggy Tripp, assistant director and a member of the Kentucky
Cardinal Club at Paducah, presided
over the afternoon session.
Arts and crafts made by members
of clubs in the district were on display
in the dining room, in charge of personal development chairmen.
Representatives were present
from all clubs in the First District.
They are: Emblem Club of Mayfield,
Fulton-South Fulton, Kentucky Cardinal of Paducah, Marshall County of
Benton, Mayfield, Murray, Paducah,
Princeton and Reidland.
The local club went on record as
extending thanks to the staff and management of Park Terrace Restaurant
and to Mrs. Farrah Graddy, dining
room hostess and a member of the
club, for the outstanding service and
luncheon.
JOE SANDERS—
(Continued From Page One)
of the Festival's life.
The Sanders family came here
from Mountain View, California where
Joe was associated with the FerryMorse Seed Company, as he is in Fulton. He is director of purchasing and
inventory control for the local plant.
He has been with the giant seed company for 22 years.
Joe, and his wife Marlene have
three children, one boy and two girls.
Mrs. Sanders is a registered nurse.
They are members of the First Methodist Church in Fulton. In addition to
civic and church activities, Joe is active
in the affairs of the local Boy Scouts.
They own their home in Country Club
Courts.
Joe will assume his duties as president of the Rotary Club on July 1. Until then, and after, he will be busy with
planning future Rotary programs and
statistics-gathering for the LatinAmerican Friendship Center Authority of which he is a board member.
Other officers elected Tuesday
were Harold Henderson, vice president
and Joe Johnson, secretary-treasurer.
Members of the board of directors will
be J. D. Hales, Bob Morgan, Bob Bay,
C. R. Bennett and Guy Upton.
DOC BEAUCHAMP—
former Jefferson County judge; Harry
Jack Roberts, Clinton, attorney.
"Doc Beauchamp is one of Kentucky's political gentlemen - he has a
great reputation - and I am glad to be
able to say to the thousands of people
who are his friends that he is helping
me," Ward said.
Beauchamp's appointment was announced by Henry Ward and Foster
Ockerman, Ward's campaign chairman.
FULTON BANK—
(Continued From Page One)
just a few years ago, Bank officials
stated that they were already badly
cramped for space, plus a need for more
parking. The new building will solve
both these problems, plus adding drivein widows.

NOTEBOOK—
able of Honor:" watched "The Ugly
American" on TV and following closely the intrigue about Hanoi, I'm convinced that when the rank and file
masses of Americans catch on to the
State otthe Union, we're liable to have
a revolution.
It has been difficult for many people to understand why there has been a
continuous call for Red Cross Volunteers, when there are 72 local ladies
trained, but a breakdown might be informative. The shifts required by the
local hospitals and nursing homes require 48 ladies weekly. To date, there
are 44 ladies working regular shifts, 4
working part time, 13 on stand-by and
11 inactive for numerous reasons.
As can readily be seen, the original schedule is still short four ladies.
Even after such a short life, the program has been most successful and
some institutions are requesting more
hours, but it will take more trained
and active volunteers to fill these requests.
Another training session will be
given some time in June and anyone
interested in this class may sign at the
Chamber of Commerce.
California We Love You!
The Chamber of Commerce of the
State of California has added two "ambassadors" to its staff. Gertrude Murphey and Clarice Thorpe have just returned from an extended stay in that
sunny climate and they have nothing
but praise for its beauty and enchantment.
The praise is probably intensified
these days with this capricious weather we're having. But 'fore long they'll
be back in the groove and loving dear
ole Fulton better 'n any place in the
world.
Mrs. Ed Kelly (the former Mary
Farmer of Fulton) with whom Gertrude and Clarice visited is a News
subscriber. She sent a message home
that she would like to see more news
in the paper about her old-time and
long time friends. So would we, if said
friends would be nice enough to keep
us clued in as to what's, happening.
We don't expect people to do their
own newspaper writing; just tell us
the news and we'll do the work ourselves.
For instance Gertrude told us
that Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cooke Rice of
Springfield, Missouri were here the
early part of the week to wish greetings to Miss Inez (Daisy) Binford on
the occasion of the lovely lady's birthday.
The Rices feted the octagenarian
loops we almost told the years) with a
luncheon Tuesday. In attendance were,
besides the host and hostess, Mrs. D. K.
Galtney of Corinth, Miss., Mrs. Lillian
Cooke Cate and Miss Gertrude Murphey. The Cookes left for Lexington,
Ky. for a short visit there and will return to Fulton this week-end.
On Monday night Lillian Cate
honored "Miss Daisy" with a small dinner party.
Many happy returns to a lovely
lady!
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my many friends
for the cards and letters sent me
after my arm was broken and I
was at my daughter's home. May
God bless all of you.
Mrs. Violet J-:mson
Charred Apollo capsule is beycr-.
repair.

Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

Refreshing the Nation's Economy
What is the brewing industry worth to the American
economy? Reckon it in billions. Here are some of our
annual outlays, in round numbers:
Excise taxes (federal, state, local). ...$1.4 Billion
Agricultural purchases (grains, etc.) $215 Million
Packaging purchases
$550 Million
(wood, paper, metal)
$2.5 Billion
Salaries and wages
ON THESE FOUR ITEMS ALONE—MORE THAN $4 BILLION

A vote for George Brand is a
vote for yourself — Louisville
is out to defeat him. Louisville
is not going to do anything for
you — they have always done
something

to

you.

Re-elect

George Brand State Senator.
The Breweries of America Pump Constant Refreshment
Into the American Economic System.
UNITED STATES BREWERS ASSOCIATION, INC.
P. 0. Box 22187, Louisville, Kentucky 40222

Pd for by George Brand
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Mrs. Rice Is
Named Fulton
City Clerk
Mrs. Barbara Rice has been
named Fulton City Clerk.
Mrs. Rice succeeds Mrs. Hazel
Merryman whose resignation was
accepted by the City Council in a
meeting Monday night.

Louisville wants George Brand
defeated because Ms did what
you sent him to do — vote for
Kentucky

West

—

Re-elect

George Brand State Senator.
Pd for by George Brand

Mrs. Merrfyman, who had served
since 1963, is moving with her
family to Martin, Tenn. She will be
employed in the business office at
the University of Tennessee, MarFOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
tin Branch, in Martin.
thine and electric floor polisher
In other action Monday night, the and electric vacuum cleaner. Ex.
council authorized City. Attorney :hange Furniture Co.
NEW ROTARY CLUB OFFICERS: (From Left): J. D. Hales, Board James Warren to draw up a resolu- CV ANTENNAS. We install —
tion for Fulton to adopt Daylight ['rade-repair and move. Get our
member; Guy Upton, current President; Harold Henderson, re-named Saving Time if South Fulton goes prices We service all makes TV.
Phone 472-9643. Roper Television.
Vice President; Joe Sanders, current secretary who has been elected on fast time.
President; Bob Bay, Charles Robert Bennett and Bob Morgan, Board
members. Joe Johnson, new secretary, was not around for the picture,
taken Tuesday after the Club meeting. New officers will tak• over July
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DEATHS
"Tobe" Perce
Funeral services for Fred "Tobe"
Perce will be held in Hollywood,
California, today (Thursday) at 2
p. m. in the Pearce Brothers Funeral Home chapel. Mr. Perce died
last Sunday afternoon, March 12, in
Hollywood, following a stroke on
Saturday afternoon.
He was the son of the late Fulton
City Judge H. H. Perce and Mrs.
Mamie Rankin Perce, and was
born and reared in Fulton. He
High
Fulton
from
graduated
School, worked for the Illinois Central Railroad a short time and
spent most of his time since then
in Hollywood, where he made acting- his career. He was a member
of the Actors Guild and of the First
Ciristian Church in Fulton.
He is survived by two cousins,
7:rs. R. C. Pickering and Miss
Sylvia Carden, bcth of Fulton.

Mrs. Flayme Phelps
Graveside services for Mrs.
MaYme McAlister Phelps were
held Monday afternoon. March 13,
in Wesley Cemetery, Hickman
County, with Rev. Ernest Overstreet, pastor of Mt. Zion Cumberland Presbyterian Church, officiating. Burial was in charge of Hornbeak Funeral Home.
Funeral services were previously held in Peters Funeral Chapel in
Detroit on Saturday, March 11.
Mrs. Phelps died in Detroit on
March 9.
She was a former resident of
Beelerton and was the widow of
William Berlie Phelps, who preceded her in death in 1946.
Surviving are two sons, Harold
B. Phelps of Detroit and Robert
Howard Phelps of Columbus, Georgia; one daughter, Mrs. Ira E.
Mull of Detroit, five grandchildren;
three great grandchildren; one sister, Mrs. Marie Simon of Hollywood, Fla., and one brother, Charlie B. McAlister of Chicago.'

James B. Walker
James B. Walker, a former resident of Fulton, died on Monday
March 13, in Torrence, California.
The body will be returned to
Fulton Friday morning, March 17,
Hornbeak Funeral chapel.
to
Burial will be in Union Cemetery.
Funeral arrangements will be announced later.
Surviving are four sons, James
Lee, Phillip, Thomas and William
Walker of Torrence; one daughter,
Mrs. James Tussing of Green Cove
Er-rings, Florida; his mother, Mrs.
Lenice Walker of Princeton; three
sisters, Mrs. Mable Sams of Maitland, Fla., Mrs. James Fortner
and Mrs. R. W. Ridd, both of
Princeton, and one brother, Gilbert
Walker of Dukedom.

HOSPITAJ NEWS
The following were patients in
the Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
March 15:
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HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Gary Hibbs, Mrs. Lula Carter,
H. L. Hardy, Miss Artie Robey,
Fulton; Mrs. Ernest Hill, little
Neal Covington, Robert Covington,
Neal Clinard, Mrs. William Ward,
Russell Boaz, Mrs. L. C. Jamison,
Richard
Hill,
Mrs.
Trem 3n
Knuckles, Mrs. James Young, Mrs.
Stanley Stinnett, South Fulton;
Mrs. Lee McClanahan, Bro. Bill
Boyd. Route I, Fulton: Mrs. Almon
Blaylock, Route 1, Dukedom; Mrs.
Louis Crime, Mrs. Kenneth Edmaiston, Union City; Mrs. Tom
Bradley, Crutchfield; Mrs. Riley
Alexander, Route I, Wingo; Will
Ed GDiSUM, Water Valley; Mrs.
Raymond Wall, Route 3. Martin:
Mrs. Louis Scarbrough. Hickman;
Mrs. Jerry Castleman, Route 2,
Hickman; Mrs. Donald Walters,
4
/
41
Route 4, Hickman.

Tagil
1965

A lounge chair so
comfot table you'll never
want to leave it.

1%5

1964

1964

FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Elva Brown, Elzie Workman, Mrs. Richard Browder, Mrs.
Kathryn Hopper, Vickie King,
Mrs. Ruth
Williamson, Glenn
Walker,
Mrs. Carbilene Bolin,
Mrs. Ellen Hooker, Mrs. Ruth
Browning, Fulton; Mrs. Fannie
Hobbs, Harry Jones, James Hale,
Miss -Ruby Bowers, Titus King,
Mrs. 011ie Miller, Mrs. Erin
Peeples, South Fulton; Mrs. W. C.
Matthews, Route 2, Fulton; Mrs.
J. W. Lacey, Route 4, Fulton; Mrs.
Bobby Williams, Route 5, Fulton;
Mrs. Anna Shannon, Vernon Oliver,
H. B. Hubbard, C. M. Hornsby,
Mrs. Sadie Boyle, Hickman; Mrs.
Arthur Bugg, Thurman Pharis,
Mrs. Dennis McDaniels, Horace
Mosier, Route 4, Clinton; Sewell
Johnson, Dukedom; W. H. Mobley,
Dewey Chatman, Water Valley;
Mrs. Betty Rhodes, Michael Hicks,
Robert Gardner, Route 1, Water
Valley; Mrs. M. H. Russell, Kerry
Dublin, Route 2, Water Valley;
Thomas Murphy, Mrs. Cora Clark,
Mrs. John Finch, Route 1, Wingo;
Mrs. Ora Kaler, Mrs. Daisy Champion, Crutchfield; Calvin D. Hall,
Route 3, Union City.

INTERIORS
11557111

1964

1964

CLARICE SHOP
1%4

Has Just The Thing For

Your Easier Outfit

Funeral services for Rufus G.
Kimberlin will be held this (Phursday) afternoon at two o'clock in the
McConnell Baptist Church, with
Rev. Haynes Langford and Rev.
Rufus Hamlin officiating. Burial,
in charge of Whitnel Funeral
Home, will be in Eastview Cemetery at Martin, Tenn.
Mr. Kimberlin, 68, was born in
Weakley County, the son of the late
B. B. and Alice Butcher Kimberlin. He was a retired farmer and
lived on Route 3, Martin. He was
a member of the McOormell Baptist
Church, and had been a deacon in
the church for 22 years.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
Maude Kimberlin; one daughter,
Mrs. Billy Green of Route 3, Martin; one brother, Karl Kimberlin of
South Fulton, and five grandchildren.

1964

1%3

SUITS, in Knits, silks & Cotton
Dresses and Ensembles
Just the Right Easter Bonnet
to complete your Easter Outfit
Also Gloves, Purses and Jewelry
The Time Is Near So
Come in & let us fit you for The Easter Parade

1963
1963

1962

Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing Happy Birthday to the following friends:
March 17: Ernest Hancock;
March 18: Janice Walker; March
19: Pam Hurt, Mike Wright, Charles Whitnel; March 20: Layne
Blackard;
March 21: Chris McKinney,
Letha Ann Cashion, Margaret
Jones; March 22: Dennis Schrader,
Jimmy Powell; March 23: Mrs.
James Batts, Joe T. Graves, James
D. Hicks, J. D. Parham
George Brand voted against the
Civil

Rights bill, he will vote

CLARICE SHOP
300 Main Street

I—

when it is presented, even if he
has to stand alone again — Reelect George Brand your State
Senator.
Pd for by George Brand

Complete Roof
Planned Ptotection
See us for - - Your Insurance Needs

Rice Agency
Fulion

472-1341

Phone 472-3708

Car.

MEN-WOMEN

Government positions pay high
starting salaries. They provide
much greater security than
private employment and excellent opportunity for advancement. Many positions require little or no specialized
education or experience.
But to get one of these jobs,
you must pass a test. The competition is keen and in some
eases only one out,of five pass.
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are either
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Used Car
Raba attic

Lincoln Service has helped
thousands prepare for these
tests every year since 194k It
is one of the largest and oldest
privately owned schools of its
kind and is not connected with
the Government.
For FREE information on Government jobs, including list of
positions and salaries, fill out
coupon and mail at once TODAY.

We noi

You will also get full details on
how you can prepare yourself
for these tests.
Don't delay - ACT NOW!

LINCOLN SERVICE, Dept. Ky 35-3
Pekin, Illinois
I am very much interested. Please send me absolutely FREE (1)
A list of U. S. Government positions and salaries; (2) Information
on how to qualify for a U. S. Government Job,
Name
Age

LCSti.r
:

Olds
New

Ti
Chev•-

WANTED

from ages 18 and over. Prepare now for U. S. Civil Service job openings during the
next 12 months.
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Rufus G. Kimberlin
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FAMILY CLEAN-UP HINTS
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If you have a teen-age daughter,
your bathoom shelves and medicine
cabinet are probably filled with
bottles, jars, and tubes of preparations, concoctions, and sure-cures
for keeping her skin clear.
Or perhaps your husband insists
on one kind of soap for his daily
shower, and another for use after
he's been gardening or golfing.
And it's a pretty sure thing that
your young son resists all soap and
water as often as possible, even
when you insist he wash the cuts
and scrapes accumulated from bike
riding, fence climbing, and backyard wrestling.
Maybe you have a favorite complexion soap to add to the list.
Aren't there times when you'd
like to sweep all of the keep-clean
preparations into a large wastebasket, and replace them with one
soap that would satisfy the whole
family?
Go right ahead. A good anti-
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TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3341 Fulton
Nato office 473.2466

THE

FULTON. KENTUCKY

THURSDAY, MARCH 16, 1967

STEVE GREEN

Two At S. F.
Share Honors

BLUE MOON

Sez:
' Let me show you this hand
some '62 Cadillac 4.door DeVille
sedan. It has full power and air,
and good tires, and the coral
color really sets it off. See it
and yet our price on it!

Ken-Tenn Auto Sales
).11.0.1=11.1,
41.1111.4M1111=1.04.11,4

USED
CAR
66 MUSTANG, cruisom•tic; extra clean, one owner Fulton
car; candy-apple red.
65 PONTIAC LeMans 4-door
sedan; air conditioned, power steering, extra clean; new
car trade-in.
64 CHEVROLET BsilAir 4-door
sedan; 6, straight shift; •xtra clean, white and red
trim.
43 FORD Galaxie
sedan;
Beige; one owner; sold new
by us.
FORD Custom sedan, 6-cyl;
one owner; sold new by us;
blue 1. white.
63 FA1RLANE SOO 2-door hardtop VII; straight shift; white
with red interior; one owner.
FAIRLANE 500 2-door sedan; II; nice car.
61 PONTIAC Catalina hardtop;
41,000 actual miles; light
blue.
61 VENTURA 4-door; extra
clean; power steering and
brakes; red & white.
62 FALCON; good economy
car.

60 CHEVROLET Impala sedan;
power steering and brakes;
extra clean.
60 CHEVROLET Impala convertible; local car, real
sharp; white with red interior.
St GMC 2-ton truck, VI.
61 CHEVROLET pickup.
Several older pickups

Owing to sulphur particles
in the upper atmosphere from
an 80,060 square-mile forest
fire in British Columbia, people in Great Britain saw a
moon that was bluish in color,
September 26, 1950.

Christina McKinney, daughter of James S. McKinney, and
Steve Green, son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Green,are the valedictorians of the 1967 graduating class of South Fulton High
School, Principal Virgil Yates
has announced.
The two outstanding students tied for the top scholastic honors with 4.0 records
(all A's).
Jane Graves, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Graves, is
the salutatorian with a 3.75
standing. The valedictory and
salutatory addresses will be
given at the annual Class Night
program during Commence-.
ment week.
Other honor students include Dianne Foster, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster,
3.50; Peggy Sturgis, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Sturgis, 3,25; Phyllis Alexander,
daughter of Mrs. Margaret
Rucker, 3.15; and Sheila Lowry,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lowry, 3.15.
The two valedictorians have
won almost every honor possible during their high school
careers and both are active in
all the extra-curricular activities of the school.
Miss McKinney was named
"Miss South Fulton
High
School" and South Fulton Junior
Miss in the Jaycee-sponsored
contest. She was the winner of
the scholastic achievement
award at the state Junior Miss
Pageant.
Named "Best All-Round"
in the Senior Who's Who, shells
also secretary of the Senior
Class, and Student Council,She
is the editor of the school annual and president of the Girls
4-H Club. She Is a member of
the 4-H Honor Club, Beta Club,
paper staff and the Explorereftes.
Steve Green, outstanding
student, athlete and school leader, is president of the Senior
Class and Student Council. He
was selected "Mr. South Fulton High School" and wa s named
"Best All-Round" In the Senior
Who's Who. He was co-captain
of the 1966 football team and was
named All-Reelfoot Conference
quarterback.
He Is a member of the Beta

BARGAINS OF
THE WEEK
'65 CHEVROLET BelAir,
$1495
automatic
'64 PONTIAC 4-door hardtop
$1295
VI
'63 GALAXIE SOO, power steering and brakes; V8, automatic; a local car
$1095
V8,
'43 XL-500 convertible,
automatic, power steering
and brakes
$1395
'63 VALIANTS (2) Signet 200,
2-door hardtops, 1 local;
your choice,
$895
'64 FORD pickup, VI, automatic local truck
$1150
'64 DODGE 4-door sedan, VI,
$795
automatic, local car
'62 BONNEVILLE 2-door hardtop; factory air; power
steering and brakes; local
car
$1095
'62 CHEVROLET 4-door sedan;
VS, outomatk; local car,
$895
'62 PLYMOUTH 4-door sedan;
VS, automatic; local car
5650
'61 CHEVROLET 4-door hard$795
10P; VS, automatic
'61 FORD Galaxie 500 4-door
sedan; VII, automatic; power steering and brakes;
local car
$650
'60 T-BIRD-; air, power steering and brakes; local car
$595
'60 FORD Gelaxie, VS, automatic; local car
$495
'59 CHEVROLET pickup; red,
local truck
$595
'59 CHEVROLET station wagon, VI, automatic; local
car
$395
'54 CHEVROLET pickup truck
$175

FULTON CAR MART
TILL Adams — DUCK SMITH
Highlands, 51-Bypass
Telephone 472-2373

EE (1)
'metiers

JANE GRAVES
Club, Letter Club, annual staff.
Paper staff.
He served as a page for Congressman Robert A. Everett in
Washington last year.
A member of the First Baptist Church, he is president of
his Sunday School Class.
Salutatorian Jane Graves
Is a class officer, serving as
treasurer of the senior class.
She belongs to the Beta Club,
Letter Club and Campus Teen
Club.
She was selected as"Iviest"
In the Senior Who's Who, and
was alternate to the South Fulton Junior Miss. She is also
alternate cheerleader. She was
selected a "Class Favorite"

JUST DON'T USE A BUDGET
PEMBROKE, Ontario, Canada :
— A couple here has man- .„
aged to raise 11 adopted children on an income of $65 a week by
simply not worrying about money :
problems. Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Jansen find it isn't easy but it's
fun, "We keep no budget," Mrs. _
Jansen says. "What would be the
use' We'd only worry from week
to week."
Mrs. Jansen bakes all her own ;
bread and cilce

MANY BIRDS STAY NORTH
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.—A
study at the Pennsylvania State
University of 260 different kinds
of birds that populate towns and
cities in the state during the
year shows that as many as 60
species may choose to spend the
winter there. The University
urges residents to provide extra food for birds during the
winter, particularly after snow
and ice storms.

1-Hour Cleaning!
1-Day Shirt Service
HAPPY DAY
PROFESSIONAL
CLEANERS
LAUNDRY
MODERN COLD STORAGE
S. Fulton
Line
201 W. St.
‹,•••••Phone: 479.9079

THIS WEEKS - -

KETVALUE
Reg. 49c Womens
Acetate Tricot
BRIEFS
2 for 69c
Woven elastic waistband, leg openings
white and colors;
Sizes 5- - 10

Ben Franklin
202 Lake

Fulton
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in the Easter parade.
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YARDEN
FORD SALES

• OPEN
•Mon. - Fri.
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OPEN
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ei LADIES
,9 QUALITY 8
Ready-to-wear
SELL-OUT PRICES/

Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1621
Glenn Starks,
Grady and Gaylon Varden
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. her sophomore year and corn..
peted in the math tournament
and Latin tournament. She was
the Latin Club reporter in her
freshman year.
She is a member of the
Paper staff and annual staff,
She is a member of the South
Fulton Baptist Church and is
president of her Sunday School
Class.

CHRIS M cKINN EY

It

We have 15 cars and trucks
under the $500 price rang& that
we have not mentioned. They
are either on the used car lot or
across frem the lot.

W F U Lel
RA 10

e..

ailisoad Saloafe C

1965 CHEVROLETImpala
hardtop, 2-door, 327 engine, straight drive, red
inside and out; Ky. car:
1965 Chevrolet pickup; long
wide
bed, 6-cylinder,
straight drive. Green; ono
owner, Tenn. title low
mileage.
1965 CHEVROLET
pickup,
short wide bed, 6 cyl,
straight shift, blue; Ky.
tags; new truck trade-in.
1165 Corsair Monza Cony. 4speed, red and red inside;
new car trade-in
1165 BUICK LeSabre 4-door sedan; power and air; white
outside
1964 FORD 4-door sedan, Gala I( I* 500, power and air
conditioning; one owner,
Tenn title; traded in on
new Buick.
1964 FORD 2-door hardtop,
Galaxie SOO red fastback
VI, straight shift, vinyl
trim, one owner. Tenn.
title; traded in en now
Chevelle.
1964 Impala 2-door hardtop, 6
cylinder straight; air; Ky.
tags; brown.
1964 CORVETTE; 2 tops, grey
color, 300 Hp, 4 speed;
Twin, title; traded in on
new Chivelle.
1964 CHEVROLET Impala 2-dr
hardtop VI, Pg, radio;
white, red inside, Ky. car;
we sold it new. Traded in
on '67 C•hyrolet
1964 Chev Biscayne 4-dr, I eyl,
straight; Beige, Ky. Car,
1 owner.
1963 Corvair Monza 2-dr 4.
speed; Gold color, bucket
, new car trade-in
1963 International Scout pickup
4-wheel drive; Ky.
1963 Fairlane SOO, 4-door seFordomatic,
dan, V-8,
bronze. Kentucky car.
1962 Chevrolet Impala, 4-door
sedan, gray, power steering and power brakes, 327
cu in. engine. Tennessee
car.
1961 Olds power and air. Gray,
New car trade-in

ALWAYS
IN TUNE
WITH YOU

The United States Is the
world's largest exporter of agricultural products.

$1.99 gallon

Used Cars

08

•
I

PAINT LATER—
Outside Oil Base
WHITE PAINT

•

ado

bacterial deodorant soap containing
hexachlorophene will solve the variety of clean-up problems your
family presents.
.Take daughter, for example. If
her skin is not always clear, Dial
soap is ideal for her because its
special formula reduces skin bacteria. Regular use is beneficial in
clearing teen-age skin problems.
Mild and gentle enough for your
use as a complexion soap, it protects your skin even under make-up.
And, at the same time, its continued use fights disease-producing
and odor-producing bacteria—qualities that will make it your husband's favorite bar soap too.
As for junior, chances of secondary infections, from the abrasions
and cuts he's bound to collect, are
reduced wben.Dial is used regularly. With continued use it leaves
an invisible anti-bacterial film to
provide future protection.

•

We now have a good NEW CAR STOCK in the
following series:
410

Chevrolet Impalas
Chevelles
Chevy Il's

Chevrolet Belairs
Camaros
Buick Specials

We need some good used car trade-ins!

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK, INC.
Fourth Street

1111.1=11111111111111111111111111111atV

Fulton

472-2466

,

SALE WILL BE CONTINUED DAILY UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE

Plan ahead to make your family a
stand-out in the Easter Parade. Bring
their clothes in early for expert dry
cleaning . . . better looks.

0—Psa4e4ie4e

ELIZABETH'S

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS. INC.
218 E.State Line

Phone 472-1700

MIlaailatepa.4Eataia_
. ..4•Lt tia 4,15 ..,4,.,S ,.,ha

aa

•
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PRE-EASTER SAVINGS

ME BIBLE

Vulton, Ky.

ON PRETTY NEW SPRING FASHIONS
GLORIOUS DELIVERANCE
In I Thessalonians 1:10, the AposFinally, the believer in Christ
tle Paul, by divine inspiration, as- shall be delivered even from the
sures believers that the Lord Jesus presence of sin, for at our Lord's
Christ has "delivered us from the coming for us "we shall all be
wrath to come." He refers, of course, changed" (I Cor. 15:51). Believers
to deliverance from the penally of should long for Christ's coming for
sin. But in other passages he de- them, not merely because these
clares that we are also delivered bodies of humiliation will then be
from the power of sin. In Col. 1:12, glorified, but because from that
13, for example, he gives thanks moment on they shall never again
to God "Who hath delivered us be tempted or defiled by sin. 's'hat
from the power of darkness and a change that will be!
hath translated us into the kingThe apostle includes all three
dom of His dear Son."
tenses of the believer's deliverance
This deliverance, and the glory in H Cor. 1:10, where he tells how
of our heavenly position and belss- God has "delivered us from so great
ings we may enjoy experientially a death, and dolls deliver; in who
now, by grace. Rom. 6:14 says: we trust that He will yet deliver."
"For sin shall not have dominion This is why he could write to the
over you , for ye are not under law Philippians about his confidence
but under grace." This does not "that He who hath begun a good
mean that it is not possible for the work in you will complete it until
believer in Christ to sin, but rather the day of Jesus Christ" (Phil. 1:6).
that it is possible, in any situation,
Some may not feel the need of
not to sin. Thus the same passage any deliverance now, but we all
in Romans goes on to say that we need deliverance from sin and its
should not yield ourselves as ser- results. Why not place your trust
vants to sin, but to God, who, in in Christ who died to "deliver us
grace has broken sin's power over from the wrath to come."
His own.

Housewife, Breadwinner To Have
Shorter Work Days by Year 2000
By the year 2000, both the housewives' and the breadwinners' work
will be reduced significantly.
There will he no dirt or smog;
people will live 200 and 300 miles
from the cities and commute daily:
and the head of the house will devote only four or five hours a day
to his job.
These predictions arc made by
Sidney Epstein, President, A. Epstein and Sons, Inc., Chicago-based
international firm of engineers and
architects. They are logical extensions of trends already emerging.
For example, new materials and
techniques will eliminate dirt automatically, he explains. Construction
materials will receive negative static
charges to repel dirt while positive charged air ducts throughout buildings will pick up and deliver dust
directly to atomic disposal units.
Building exteriors of plastic, aluminum, stainless steel or glass will be
smooth, nun-oxidizing, and non-dust
collecting
High speed ground transportation
will be a rat*ty by the 21st Century, mak irier at easy and commonplace for pimple to.live in "suburbs"
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Styles, Fabrics and Colors for
Livelier, Lovelier You!

Fulton, Ky.
Spring and Easter

HANDBAGS

Plastic coif, marshmallow
plastic, patent and ,.to.
groins
.
b'edt, navy,
ben., almond, thostaut, sun
tan and whits.
Othors

Big selection of one and two piece
styles for juniors, petite*, misses
and half-size figures. Dacron•
polyester-cotton permanent press
fabrics, cotton blends, cotton knits
and linen-look rayons.
Shifts,
jacket dr
, suit dresses . . . .
full and slim skirt models. Choice
of colors.
*Dupont TM

$1.111 to $4.99

as far front cities as 200 or 300
miles. They will commute to the
cities, however, because industry
will have returned there to tap the
more abundant labor force.
And, by 2000 A.D., fewer people will be performing routine production duties in factories. Instead,
automation will relieve the majority
of personnel for administration, engineering and product design.
Automation also will bring about
a shortened work day of four or
five hours. This will mean that employees will no longer lunch during
the work day, but on their personal
time.
Another effect of advancing technology in this field will be the changing concept of lighting and heating.
Epstein points out that by 2000,
the walls of buildings will take over
these functions, becoming more
than enclosures to contain conditioned climates. The walls will be
made of new plastic-like materials
that will bring in sunlight during
the day and radiate artificial light
in the evening. The walls also will
control temperature with built-in
sodiatieweievIces. •

Beta Particles Tell
Eggshell's Thickness
WASHINGTON—How thick is
an eggshell? P. E. James, a
U.S. Department of Agriculture
engineer, has developed an instrument that gives the answer
in 15 seconds without breaking
the shell. Called a back-scatter
gauge, it analyzes fragility by
firing beta energy particles at
an eggshell and counting the
particles that bounce back.

Sea Gas Plentiful
LONDON — The British Gas
Council says enough natural gas
has been discovered under the
North Sea to supply all regions
of Britain by 1970. Natural gas
has about twice the thermal
value or heat content of the ordinary "town gas" now widely
used in Britain. In recent years
some natural gas has been Imported frozen from Algeria.

for
Girls
thru
preTeens

the ripeIS HERE!

GLOVES

the world's coolest,
driest smoke

• Double WeVaPt Nylons
• Double Woven Cottons
• Sueded Rayons

Perfect
Topping for
Easter
Fashions

bowl of pyrolytic
graphite
needs no break-in

Extra Value!
Double Knit

PlIlbaxist, brims,
dochos and turbans
black, high shades
and pastols. Straws,
'Manton.' and &wow typos.

TEXTUR1ZED
ACETATE

Short, bracelet, mid-arm and
long lengths in white, beige,
black and pastel colors. ... .
Trimmed with buttons, embroidery and shirring.

Special Purchase!

TRAVEL DRESS
$10.99 Value

Smartly styled with cardigan type
jacket. Raised paisley double knit
. . so practical, so popular for
spring. 75% cotton - 25% rayon.

Values
SPECIAL

• Navy
• Pink

• White
• Blue

SIZES 8 TO 18
White Peau de - Soie

Beautifully Styled Modestly Priced

Tintable in over
700 color

Ideal traveling companion because wrinkles fall out
needs no ironing.
Button front shirtwaist skimmer style
with macmullen collar and short sleeves.
Solid colors In shades of pink, blue, navy
andjtrc
etT,..e..,Sizes 8 to IS.

Shades

NEW SPRING DRESS PUMP

Shoe $8.99
Tinted Free

TYLES FOR EVERY OCCASION! SIZES FOR ALL!

•
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He is survived by his mother,
Mrs. Maurine Head, Guthrie;
his wife, Mrs. Carolyn Witson
Ray; two sons, John David and
Dale Lynn Ray, both at home; a
daughter, Miss Donna Gail Ray,

One Killed, Six Hurt
As Bridge Collapses
MAYFIELD, Ky.,
One workman died and six were
injured this morning when a
bridge over the Purchase Parkway collapsed and sent tons of
steel, timbers and fresh concrete cascading to the ground.
John L. (Bill) Ray, 38-year-old
resident of Melber Rt. 1, lost
his life instantly as one of the
I-beams of the span fell on him.
Kelly Gene Combs of Mayfield Rt. 3 suffered a fracture of
the spine and is in critical condition.
Joe Frank McKinney of Benton Rt. 3, fractured arm and
lacerations about the face, condition serious.
Others injured were:
Henry B. Wright of Hickman,
fraci.ured left arm, condition
good.
Harold Edward Clark of May-

*
Boys
thru 12

field Rt.. 2, fractured left arm,
condition good.
Luther Gourley of Melber Rt.
1, slight injuries, treated at Fuller-Gilliam Hospital and then
dismissed.
Bob Clymer of Mayfield. fractured arm and lacerations of the
.iice and ear, condition good.
Awo-Lane Section
The two-lane section of bridge
Which will carry traffic of the
Panther Creek Road across the
parkway collapsed without warning about II a.m.
Forms had been completed,
beams were in place and the
concrete was being poured into
the upright forms when the
tragedy occurred.
Mr. Ray was on top of the
bridge when it fell.
At least some of the other
men were under the span. All
the injured had fresh concrete
on their clothing when taken to
the hospital.
The men were hurt near the
end of the section. At the other
end the beams did not fall.
Fell IR To 29 Feet
Mr. Ray fell 18 to 20 feet, according to Graves County Coroner James Mills, who went to
the scene but said an extensive
investigation and inquest will be
held later.
"We want to find out what
caused the accident, if at all
possible," said Coroner Mills.
He pointed out that many
such structures are being built
in the area.
Builders Puzzled
Veteran highway and bridge
experts said they could not
imagine why the long span collapsed as it did. After forms
are built for the massive uprights of such a substructure,
the I-beams are placed so they
will hold the fresh concrete,
still in its forms, in place.
Dawson Construction Co. has
the bridge contract and Reed
Kennedy is the company's construction superintendent.
The accident happened about
10 miles northeast of Mayfield.
The Purchase Parkway begins
near Gilbertsville and leaves
the state in the vicinity of
ton.
No part of it is being used by
traffic.
Ray, father of two sons and
a daughter, also was a farmer

at home; a brother, Fredrick H.
Ray, Valparaiso, Ind., and two
sisters, Mrs. Lawrence Durbin,
St. John Community and Mrs.
George Athenis, New York.

READY FOR TAKE-OFF—Georgia Pearce, 1967 Maid of Cotton, chooses an ideal travel ensemble of plaid cotton suiting
for her international fashion and good will tour. The Chester
Weinberg design includes a figure-free jacket topping a sleeve:
less dress with inverted, unpressed pleats. The Maid, who
travels with 25 pieces of Skyway's cotton-coated luggage, will
visit 35 cities in the United States and Canada before boarding a Pan American clipper jet for Ireland late in May.

ONE MAN DIED — One man died and six
collapsed. -The workmen were at the end
were hurt when this two-lane section of con%there the I-beams lie against the ground.
crete bridge over the Purchase Parkway
_

P.N. HIRSCH & CO.
OPEN 2:30-6: MON- THOR; g:30-S: FRi-SAT

.BIZOADWAY Sr. SOUTH FULTON
Seamless Dress Sheers

DRESSES...467#

Pr"

•BETTER Fit and Wear!

•FIRST Quality!

VALUES THAT LOOK AHEAD TO EASTEF
and cosDresses, two and three piece sundresses,
tumes. Hundreds of exciting spring fashions in all
the newest fabrics ... in lovely, versatile styles ..
in the gayest spring colors. Wonderful for Adde
spring weather. Low, low prices.

PRS.
branded hosiery. 541101100111 . loop
By fomod maker, identical to $1 35
costume with these smoothtag construction Complement your spring
shades.
fitting sheer hew in a wide selection of subtle

SHOP NOW
BUY NOW?
SAVE NOW!
TO

HALF
SLIPS

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS FOR ALL BUDGETS!

BRAND NEW
OUTFITS
FOR BOYS

Sfrorlow parrot front
.. . leu•ly lace trim
WOMell S-044
White - Pastels

100

FABULOUS FASHIONS,
FANTASTIC SAVINGS!

Galis Fastliois

Nylon -Deem Polymer. Gown
Gees. fhaew penal Inset, lovely
Mee trim Me-lree ... eery Psi
weer eed sere ter.

Charming new fashions for the young.
All Cotton or Cotton Mayon blends.
Some are Permanent Press. lc.checks,
solids and pretty prints. Sites: 9 mos.girls' 14.

$3

dotsif
TRUE Wash 'n Wear
Colorful

Sizes 7-14

$3 one $4

6
$4 sm $

NEW STYLES AT SAVINGS

PLAIDS

INTRODUCING THE

Sizes 3-6X

65% Dacron
Polyester

Spring Flats,Casuals

35% Cotton

OUR ENTIRE STOCK... Reg. 4.00

Nyiee Used

SPORT
COATS

Age 3-7 Suits,Sport Suits
w s trees err largo colloct4ort toddth
Cheese his woosit
the wne...Mad nem fabrics end mien steed shying
Sie SiSerino Jubilee Veriest

6..

Boys' 6-12 SUIT Buys
fscallent altering plus excellent fabrics reeks theme
high Maas,,suits outstanding spring boys. Side sr
amber seats_ Messiest cokes end styling_ Greet aryl

pa
inT

hard to put on
1 ain't smelly
11 ain't messy
1 ain't .like any other
paint you ever used
1 a better paint there ain't
lain't

11 GET

A CAN-A-

Young Men's 13 to 18

13 to 20...
I

Extra Value ... soft yet durable

OUR
REG.

f

,.

,
4

TURN-DOWN

-.

g

. -->•• ,.
s 3
.:
414116

I

CIS

As advertised in Saturday Evening Post. Look,
Better Homes and Gardens

4 88 &Estee
PAIRS

SOWS

ACIOUS.Ili
Mill, 479-2641

NO-IRON

ANKLETS

Hannana

. featuring Rattles. looters, spelt oxfordi.
MS* heels in oil the newest spring <eters
and the Infos, spring styli's. large sot..lie. of ladies' shows_ Shop and Mrs.todayt

Ng Bey ow wirr be mat Centel Milesteg end Bee
hide ie meet laersdeeese sp.toe caws melte Awes
setts Weed Ise yeas,mem Sher eerty,&WIgo lend

Feed & Seed, 472-3751

White ... Siziss 6

•0
11 "
Ctuality

1
2
thrt/ 10/

A reel merry saved Girls' white
hire-dewn sottish FOY,1. a
peckers. Nen Voluel

DRESS

SHIRTS

3$5

•

41
f OR

1

cr

Elastic Lag BRIEFS

FOR

letter Quality Acetate Tricot

,

knew Perode of hats... the now•st and finest in straws and
florals. Each hat Fresh as &prime
...sew es temerrew

i

(s:t

Iasi,

C

CROWNING TOWN FOR liFf1100
Women's 5-6-7

--.,

"
T•
es•`
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Chandler Opens State Office,
Says Only He Can Beat GOP

Receiving honors Is becom- Union City, came last week
ing "old hat" for a Union City when she was named one of the
girl on the University of Ten- "10 Best Dressed Co-Eds."
nessee at Knoxville campus.
The contest was sponsored
by Glamour magazine and Diane
was chosen from some 100
on the campus. Representative3s,
of Charles of the Ritz, a makeup manufacturing firm, interviewed etch of the winners and
selected Diane as "Miss Ritz"
on the university campus. The
top honor goes to one girl on
many college campuses
throughout the country.
The 19-year-old
sophomore also was selected a member of the Queen's Court at the
annual Air Force ball held Saturday night.
A major in textiles menufactoring, Diane also serves on
the Miller College board, is
business manager of the TenDIANE SAUVIGNE
nessee Girl, an AWS aide and
The latest honor bestowed on Is a member of the Angel Flight
Diane Sauvigne, daughter of Mr. drill team. Her sorority Is
and Mrs. George Sauvigne of Kappa Delta.

ROOKS FOR KENTUCKIANS are sorted by Mrs.
Georgenia Thacker, an employee at the Kentucky Department of Libraries, Frankfort. More than 100
books a day are mailed from the State Library under
a statewide Inter-library Loan Program conducted by
the department. This service is available to 19 regional libraries, county libraries and to persons who
live in counties without library service--only 10 of
the 120. Mrs. Lucy Chapman, head of the department's reference section, said the agency is handling
about 2,000 requests for books a month-almost double the amount a year ago.

LEXINGTON k
- Former
Gov. A. B. Chandter, saying he
is the only Democrat who can
be elected governor next year,
opened his state campaign
headquarters here Thursday.
Chandler is one of eight persons seeking the Democratic
nomination.
"I think we offer the only
chance we've got to save this
thing for the Democrats," Chandler told about 300 persons at
his downtown Lexington headquarters.
Many people have told him.
Chandler said, they will not
"vote for anybody connected
with the (Gov. E. T.) Breathitt
Administration.
'We'll Vote Republican'
"And they say to me, 'Governor, if you're not nominated,
we're going to vote Republican'," he added.
Chandler, who twice has been
elected governor, indicated this
is his last political race - win
or lose. He said he was making
it because "I feel in my heart
that I owe you this last fight."
Chandler ignored a prepared
speech, chiding the present administration for its failure to
win constitutional revision last
year, increased debts and higher taxes.
When his last term ended 'In

Doctor
in the Kitchen
by W. W. Bauer, M.O.
Consultant, National Dairy Council

BIG FREEZE
The world's largest artificial ice rink is the one in Toyko
which has an ice area of 43,000 square feet.

EASTER SPECIAL!

MOTHERS
Don't Miss
This One!
Get a beautiful natural
color portrait - - - a
REG. $4.95 VALUE
Natural Color

For only Inc
Age limit 3 months to 6 years
Only One Per Family
Extra Charge For Groups

Saturday, March 18th
10: AM. To 5: PM.

HOBBY HOUSE STORE
4

South Fulton

SPECIAL DIETETIC FOODS
From time to time, for various
reasons, dietary restrictions be.
come necessary. Special diets may
be required for those who need to
avoid roughage, those with ellergies, those who must avoid salt,
or sugar, or certain protein foods
such as those concerned in gout.
Such diets should always be
prescribed and supervised by the
attending physician. Each instance of restricted diet poses a
double problem. Not only must
the patient be protected against a
food which may be unsuitable for
him temporarily or permanently;
he must also be assured of maintaining good nutrition.
Less A Problem Now
Fortunately. this problem is not
as serious as formerly, when all
dietary modifications had to be
carried out in the home kitchen.
where the homemaker was often
faced with preparing two meals.
one for the family and one for the
patient.
Industrial food technology has
come to the aid of the homemaker
with a wide variety of specially
prepared foods for the principal
dietary modifications.
But A Word Of Caution
Here a word of caution is in
order about some carelessness in
describing special diets, such as
the use of terms like "salt-free"
and "sugar-free." Even where salt
or sugar are restricted, there can
be no diets free of these essential
food constituents. The proper
terms are: "low sodium diet" or
"sodium - restricted" instead of
"salt-free," and "low sugar" or
"calorie-restricted" in place of
"sugar-free." The salt and sugar
occuring naturally in many foodstuffs cannot be removed, and
should not be. The food contain-

1959, he said, "We were discounting our bills, had $12 million in the bank and only four
spates in the United States
claimed to have better credit
than Kentucky.
"Now, only eight years later,
there are only four worse off.
We've lost 40-odd places. And
our taxes have "one up ... 260
per cent," he said.
Chandler said Kentucky owes
$1.25 billion or more and
"you-re paying right now $70-80
million carrying charges on this
debt before you spend a single
cent on the health, education
ind welfare Of the people ..."
Chandler also noted that he
had opposed constitutional revision in last year's vote and said
he would be for it if it were dont

trig high percentages of these
substances must be avoided.
Wide Variety Available
Foods commonly preserved in
cans or glass jars are now avail.
able in wide variety in either
water-packed or natural juice.
packedform, and most of &hem
are acceptably palatable despite
the absence of usual sweet or
salty flavor. The variety is great
enough to satisfy any requirements. One manufacturer's listing alone includes 18 varieties
of water-packed and 10 kinds of
juice-packed fruits. There are 10
kinds of unsweetened or artificially sweetened fruit juices; 30 artificially sweetened fruits; four pie
fillings; a dozen pudding-type desserts; 20 specialty foods, including candies, cookies cake - •

ONION REIGNS FOR DAY
BERNE, switnerland - In a
tradition that dates hack to 1406,
the modest onion reaches the
rank of nobility and reigns for a
day-the last Monday of each
November-at Berne's Onion
Market. The event originated
more than five centuries ago as
the housewife's last chance to
stock up on winter vegetables.
Now it is a festival for young
and old, featuring a confetti battle in the streets, shopping,and
indulging in onion soup and °Min
pie.

by "responsible people."
He said he is making his fine
race "not for selfish reasons
(but) if we win this time, it
will be the first time in the history of Kentucky that you will
be saying to one of your native
sons. 'You can be governor a
third time because you've been
a good governor two times'."
Chandler said he has had to
reorganize Kentucky government twice and, if elected, will
•
do it again.
"You know, if you've plowed
the ground before, you know
where the stumps are," he
added.

LOSE WEIGHT
Oat amazing rs•ults when you take
our product called SLIMODEX. No
prescription needed. You must lose
ugly fat or your money back. SLIP40DEX Is • tablet and smelly swallowed.
No starylng, no special exercise, no
harmful drugs. SLIMODEX costs SLOS
and Is sold on this GUARANTEE: It
not satssfIed for any
. Nat re•
turn tea unused portion to Yttur drug.
gist and get your full money back,
SLIMODEX Is sold by: EVANS ESRMS1
STORE, Fulton. M•II Ord•rs

RAPID RAPIDS •
The fastest rapids ever navigated are the Lava Falls on
the Colorado River. At times
of flood they reach a speed of
30 m.p.h. with waves up to 12
feet high!

EXTRA NIC
NOW SHOWING
For 7 - BIG Days!
-(GA)-

F U LT0NI

3/4 HP
Submersible
Water
System••
Pump, pump
fittings, tank
Regularly
$315.75

LITTLE A

OLEO
DEL MON

will stay with you

CATSU

for a lifetime!

DUNCAN

WALT DISNEY
'Ai
n"

MACIVIIIRRAT MILES
Went•PIM Atli esbobtets CA.la •1111 SnOgg Abeam*
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r
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or •
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4- •Pt. 8-Rod

• You might be a winner! No purchase necessary to win a prize. Just visit your Southern
States Cooperative Agency March 10 thru 25.
Get entry blank, drop in box. Complete rules
on entry blank

F'i. '•
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Multi-Purpose
Grease Cartridge
Regularly 354

Unico 23 Cu. Ft.
UprigM Freezers
Regularly $299

Sale 29c

Sale $259

BROOM

0r. z.

...„ I-._,
..„... ,

For Example'
14 Tubeless
4 Ply White Nylon

825 a

POWERCRuISER
Regularly $26.00

,
„
,
.
.
.
a
,

Regularly $1.69

Sale $1.39

Sale $7.35

Sale $2.29

Sale 55°

aizeifiefacie
/

Detergent

Regularly

66c

12-VOLT
36-Month Guaaaaase
Regularly $17.95

Pub.glue old battery

; •,-

JUMBO

Cleaner

Sale $14.95

On Each 50 Lbs.
Southern States
Milk Replacer

Dlassh
Washinghing

Household

(Or A Case Of Canal

500 DISCOUNT

....

.

FREE ANTI-FLEA
DOG COLLAR
With 50 Lbs.
Southern States
Dog Food

CHO.20" ISPEED
ELECTRIC FAN
Regularly $17.95

50-tt.

Plastic Clothes Line
Regularly 694

Save on Batteries
For Example:

-P

$19.95 sale $15.95
Sale $272 Sale
WM*. plus $2 Sa tas

20-Gal. Galvanized
GARBAGE CAN

-

mo

Save on TIRES

Unica 15 Cu. Ft.
REFRIGERATORFREEZER
Combination*
Regularly $315

5-Gal. Water Cooler
Regularly $10.95

Roll

Sale $6.95

Plus

DEL
- .

BARBED WIRE

Quart

GARDEN HOE
Regularly $2.85

Sale 47co.

ONO
Outside White Paint
Regularly $3.90 Gal.
In 2-Gal. Cans

Regularly

49c
Quart

Sale $2.35 Sale$3.40,., Sale 44c qt.

PRICES CUT ON SPECIAL TUNE-UP FOR SPRING

-ciN

HAVE YOUR CAR AIR CONDITIONING CHECKED
0

COME BY AND LET CHESTER GREGORY

O.:Sea:ulnas-

(CENTER

An experience that

Spring SALE

III A

KING MOTOR Co

PIG FE

Southern States

"Motto" Extra-Strongth

Tune-Up Now and Get Set for Miles of Pleasure!
Now is the Time to do it and Here is Where to
do It!
Phone 479-2271
101 W. State Line
• Open 8 to 6

BREAST
LEGS an
GIZZAR
NECKS
FRESH Il A

QUAL

Z Sale
$208

GIVE YOU A FREE FSTIMATE

GRADE

200 tt. I/4 in.
flexible
MASTIC PIPE
Regularly $9.00

22" BAR-8-Q
GRILL
Regularly $7.50

Sale $6.25
PLUS

See

it=wwwassammmer,

5 Gals. Motor Oil
Re-Usable Can
Regularly $7.15

Sale $6.50 Sale $5.95
,
a

MANY

MORE

4
41
1*

C

GREAT

VALUES

FREE SET
Iced-Tea Spoons
With 20 Lbs. Or More
Southern States
LAWN SEED

3 HP 20" Power
MOWER
Recoil Start.
Regularly $46.95

Sale $41.95 Sale $84.00

utham States Fulton Co-Op
Larro,U Barnard Mgr.

P+19

EX. FA

!CAR
JONAT

Use Southern States Easy Payment Plan

S0

CENTRAL AVE

4 ..-"UPW"'"w
1/3 HP ShallowWells• Water
System
Pump, tank, foot-valve
Regularly $127.05

PHONE

479-2352

PP
Your
Are

Fulton, Ky.
GRADE

OR DAY
land — In a
ack to 1406,
reaches the
reigns for a
day of each
ne's Onion

t originated
urtes ago as
t chance to
vegetables.
at for young
confetti hat.
shoPPIng,and
lip and onion
IGHT
whim

you

take/
LINIODEX. No
You must logo
back. SUMO.
ashy swallowed.
1•I mroise, no
DE X costa moo
UARANTEE: If
. Just rer: to yrtur drugii money back.
: EVANS
I Ordore F111•41.

[moo

US

BREAST . . . .
LEGS and THIGHS
GIZZARDS . . .
NECKS . . . .
FRESH LEAN
BOSTON BUTTS
PIG FEET . . .

lb. 59c
lb. 39c
lb. 39c
lb. 10c
lb. 49c
lb. 19c

RK

(CENTER CUTS)
LITTLE ANDY

LB.

LB
BOLOGNA . • • lb. 49c ilarD PICNICS
KREY

DEL MONTE TRIBE SIZE

lb. 15c
lb. 29c REELFOOT
SLICED
lb. 79c 'SLICED BACON
lb. 69c SMOKED JOWL
FRESH GROUND
lb. 33c WHOLE or HALF
LOINS . . lb. 53c HAMBURGER . .
lb. 19c PORK
FRESH TENDER PORK
NICE LEAN END CUT
lb. 19c TENDERLOIN . . lb. 99c PORK CHOPS . .

BACKS
WINGS
LIVERS . . . .
CUT-UP FRYERS
NECK BONES . .
PORK TRIPE . .

SALTINE CRACKERS lb. 23c

26 oz. I STA - FLO.

22 oz.

15c OFF

CATSUP . . . 2 for 69c I SPRAY STARCH . . 59c
DUNCAN HINES

$100

oz. BOX

3 Boxes

DOUBLE
GUALITIOSTAMPS
on
WEDNESDAY

WASHING POWDER

DISCOUNT
Rapiacer

BISCUITS

Hyde
Park

39'

(Limit 6) Please

6 for
E. W. J's BRAND

Quart 39c

. 1/2 lb. box 59c

TEA.

9.111

arty

DELITED 18 oz.

PIES 12 to box 3for $1.00

GRAPE JELLY 3for $1.00

SUGAR 10
FRENCH FRIES
FLORIDA ORA

5 LB BAG

1 Lb.Bag

FLORIDA VINE RIPENED

PARSNIPS . . each 29c TOMATOES . .
CALIFORNIA 56 SIZE

EX. FANCY LARGE EARS

ent Plan

YELLOW CORN
EX. FANCY

LAKES
LIQUID SWEETNER
OCOMA - CHICKEN - BEEF - TURKEY

RANGE JUICE

2 for 69c

KRAFT SLICED 12 oz. PAR.

AMERICAN CHEESE

59c

--BALLONS AND
CANDY FOR THE
FRIDAY and SATURDAY ONLY 10 to 6 KIDDIES

FR EE COCA COLA

f They Were Any Fresher They Would Still Be In The Garden

BAG

lb. 19c

White
Pride of
Illinois
303 16 oz.

FANCY FRESH

ICARROTS . . . 2 for 19c CELERY . . . each 10c
JONATHAN or GOLDEN DEL.

I

$1 00
Forl.

3for $1.00 SWEET TEA . . 6 oz. 69c

T.V. DINNERS

3 for 29c NAVAL ORANGES each 10c
1 lb. Bags

12 oz.
/30X

CKELLOGG'S LARGEF

99
HOT DOGS 50
69'
3.
RADISHES 5
CORN

EACH

le 44c

e $84.00

GREAT N.BEANS chabag49c

—WITH —

GARDEN FRESH

, tank, foot valve
utatlY $127.05

THE STORE THAT BROUGHT HIGH FOOD PRICES
DOWN IN THE SOUTH FULTON TRADING AREA

ALL YOU WANT — NO LIMIT

2S
(LIMIT B
PLEASE)

rt

HP Shallow
ell'• Water
System

SHOP E.W JAMES and SONS

FROSTY ACRES 12 oz. FROZEN

CHO.- LEMON - BANANA

JUMBO 80 COUNT SWEET AND JUICY

ing

PORK
LB.

Plus Low Low

SNO FRESH CRINKLE- CUT FRO=

4r •

Krey Pure

ad1111111111111111101ismom.

PRUNE JUICE

Each SO Lee
them States

lb. 49c

LIMIT ONE PLEASE

DEL MONTE

e *15.95

lb. 33c

DOUBLE
CITTRITY STAMPS
on
WEDNESDAY

Ptlytow Low Prices

ulaHy $17.95

lb. 39c

With Additional
$5.00 Purchase Ex cluding Milk and Tobacco Products

PROCTOR and GAMBLE NEW

"3-SPEED
ECTRIC FAN

lb. 39c

BROWN EIGHT

CAKE MIX

necesuthern
ru 25.
rules

(All Meat)

BRENNER'S

OLEO . . . 5 lbs. $1.00

-
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RANKS 4

WHOLE

OPSLB69'SAUSA

EXTRA NICE LEAN
WING
Days!

Thursday, March 16, 1967

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED

U.S. NO. 1 RED

APPLES . . 4 lb,!ma 39c POTATOES
Your No. 3 Quality Stamps Coupons
Are Good This Week For 300 Free
Quality Stamps

. 10 lbs. 49c

CANS
FOR

5c

$100

nu.

SAT. SUN. MON. TUES.
THESE PRICES GOOD THRU.
S
f A
SY
ONSSHOP
EXTRA DAYS FOR EXTRA SAVEGS SAV1. rEJggi:

SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE

Bring Your No. 3 Coupons In This
Week. Don't Loose Your 300 Free Extra
Quality Stamps

Fulton, Ky.
Thursday, March 16, 1967

Fulton, Ky.

THE GIRLS

WHAT'S GOING ON
The fifth aan ua 1
series of n a Cron a 1
dairy shows and sales
sponsored by the Kentucky Department of
Agricult u r e in conjunction with the
respectiw state breed
associations resumes
in April with the Kentucky National Holstein.
Show and Sale. All of
these national events
are held at the State
Fairgrounds in Louisville.
,Wend ell Bruce,
director of the Department's Division
of Shows and Fairs,
points out that althotgh
the Holstein event
opens tl-e 1967 national
sales season, the fifth
annual series started
last October with the
Brown Swiss breeders
putting on their annual
highlight. The other
dairy breeds prefer
to hold their activities
in the Spring,
According to the
uniform standards
recommended by the
Division of Shows and
Fairs and accepted by
the state breed associations, every animal
consigned to the show
must be _sold in the
sale that follows.
This policy is in line
with the Department's
objective of both providing a good market
for Kentucky's top
livestock of their
respective breeds
a nd affording K e ntucky dairymen the

"I bet the post office .people holding my mail could shoot
me about now ... I belong to the cheese, the sea food and
the meat-of-the-month clubs."

- I STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McNetters

"I won't forget this when there's a critical shortage of
our merchandise!"

opportunity to improve
their own herds through
the chance to purchase
outstanding bloodlines
and top producers.
In order for an
animal to meet the
entrarce requirements
for one of these Kentucky nationals it must
rank 25 per Cent above
the average of its
breed in milk and

butterfat production.
Heifers must be from
dams possessing such
records and bulls
must also possess
comparable stringent
performance records.
Each national show
and sale is operated
by the officers of its
respective breed
association. Shows
and Fairs director
Bruce and his staff
assist in arrangements
and promotion for the
event and also aid in
seeing that the high
entrance requirements'
are met. Financial
assistance is also ex-

Page 6

seeking consignments
that nie et the standards.
Meanwhile, the state
association and the
Division of Shows and Fairs are conducting
an intensive promotion
program to make the
event a success.

tended by the Commonwealth through this
Department in the
form of $6,000 per
breed. This money
is applied to the
premium fund and
must be matched by
the sponsoring breed
association.
The normal procedure is for the
officers of the state
association to contract
for a sales manager
of national reputation.
This manager then
combs the top herds
of the breed throughout
the nation-and Canada -

Dates fcr 1967 nationals are: Holstein,
April 2-3; •Guernsey,
April 16-17; Jersey,
May 31 -June 1; and,
Ayrshire, June 23-24.
The Brown Swiss
officers will probably
choose October again
far their national event

HAVE YOU
Oak Grove Ce
Ne3r? If you hay
donations to Day
Blackard, Henso
Pakton, Paul Ho
Jesse Johns, Ro
The committee
toms.
CONVALESCE:
Wheelchairs, cr
ctc. are for rent
SOUTHSIDE DR
WE HAVE G
ing for real esta
ou want to sell
,ee Cannon Age
Tennessee: phone

MEN

as ions
Styled and priced to please
B -C -D -E Widths
"Pares"
White or Black Patent
Mikis 11,e2 • 12
Misses 121
/
2- 4

$5.99

Learn to buy c
and lambs •1
direct from far
train men wit
stock experien
terview write g
and backgroun
stitute of Mea
16053. Clevean

Apartment-au
like new,
Bunk bell, Ii
with chest,
Living room
Living room
Living room
Tappan gas r
New bedroom
Refrigerators,
Dinette suites
Corn. in and b
hove lots of be
flsod I

"View"
White or Black Patent
Childs. 81
/
2 - 12;
Misses 12,2

LIVE
BU

USED 1'
BAR I

"Classic"
Burnt Amber Grain
Youths, 121
/
2 to 4

In This Are

WADE'

4

Furni

BAY Family ShoeStore

Poffon

For

B

THE SAVINGS SEASON IS HERE!!!

CLE
USED
bu.

EXC

\\\\\\\\\\

n inch. Davis Mower
Briggs - Stratton Motor

. $49.95

19 inch. Davis Mower
3 1/2 Horsepower
Huffy Garden Tillers
4- Horsepower Motor
Huffy Garden Tiller
3- Horsepower Motor
SS \

\\ \ •

\

\\ \\\\

$44.95
$139.95
$119.95
\

\\ •,\\ ••••

\

\\

\

\\ •\

Phan*

472-1501

Furnitur

ree Pad and Installation on
Wall to Wall Carpet. Many and
many patterns in stock to
choose from.Free Estimates.

El

..of Your

- Also Room Size Rugs- 9x 12 100% Nylon (No Pad Needed) $38
$69.95
12 x 12 to 12 x 13 100% Nylon
$79,95
12 x 14 to 12 x 15 100% Nylon
9x 12 Viscose Rubber Base . . . $14.88

SIC
F1111111

Linoleum Specials

Cal

$2.25 sq. yd.
Cushion Floor
$1.10 sq. yd.
Vinyl Linoleum
Felt Base Linoleum .79c sq. yd.

"Lime
Bulk
lime
E.
^0.
eabr

-

FREE OttlVtRY • EASY TERMS

LPhone

Fulton, Ky.
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Fertilizer For Lotisis

CI SSIFIED
HAVE YOU DONATED to the
Oak Grove Cemetery fund this
year If you have not, please give
donations to David Finch, Carlos
Blackard, Herrson Jones, N. C.
Dalton. Paul Howard or mail to
Jesse Johns, Route 5, Fulton, Ky.
The committee needs your tionation9.

WANTED!

mrxicn CITY —Mexico's largest bank, Im American-owned
company operating in Mexico
and two Ness. York investment
banking firms are combining lo
build a *59 million fertilizer plant
on Mexico's Gulf Coast. Most 01
its output will be exported.
largely In nth",- Latin land,

Good clean ra.is. No
rIltni
Plea-e bi in.
Lio THE NEWS Orli('1:

HELP WAN1ED - MALE or FEMALE: START IMMEDIATELY
serve consumers ssith Rawleigh
'Products in FULTON CO or HICKCONVALESCENT ITEMS
MAN. Experience unnecessary.
Wheelchairs, crutches, 6 alkers. 'Write Rawleigh, Dept. KYC-1071etc. are for rent or for sale at 1111, Freeport. Pt Clel?
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2262.
WE HAVE GOOD BUYERS look.
ing for real estate in this area. If
you want to sell property, call or
see Cannon Agency, South Fulton.
Tennessee: phone 479•2651

MEN WANTED
In

This Area To Train As

LIVESTOCK
BUYERS
Learn to buy cattle, hogs, veal
and lambs at sale barns, and
direct from farms. We prefer to
train men with farm or live
stock experience For local interview write giving age, phone
and background to National Institute of Meat Packing, Box
16053. Cleveland, Ohio 44116.

USED FURNITURE
BARGAINS
Apartment-size •lectric stove,
$9848
like new,
Bunk bell, like new, complete
$60.00
with chest,
$30.00
Living room suite,
$25.00
Living room suite,
$15.00
Living room suite,
$50.00
Tappan gas rang*,
$72.111
New bed room suites,
an
15 d up
Refrigerators,
$10 and up
Dinette suites,
:Corn* in and browse
have lots of bargainsaround: we

$299.95
This offer expires March
18th.
FULTON HARDWARE
and Furniture Co.
REDUCE!
with Siender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now available at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG
MOTEL MANAGERS: — MEN,
WOMEN, COUPLES: — Multimillion dollar motel industry is booming. Train immediately in luxury
mptel to be a manager, assistant
manager, supervisor or executive
housekeeper. Earn top salary plus
free luxury living quarters on
premises. (Moose working location.
Age no barrier. Short low cost
training period. For complete details send name, address, age, occupation and phone number to Universal Motel Schools, Dept. W-1267,
1872 N. W. 7th Street, Miami, Florida 33125.

Furniture Store
Phone 4721421

BEST
There;
and

.-tts. _ _

sa

sell Ittose
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saz 3

u seok
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u

WANT AD!
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USED FURNITURE

*STANT
PLEASURE/

buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company

(psi ADD G4S004/0

1 1
.
.
11111111111.11.11=111111•11.11111111111

This sp-ing put swing
intoppi ng
yourop living
a
stepping
late
f
model car. There's fun
at your finger tips
classified
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P
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EXCHANGE j 1!kill"
Storl'ir
FURNITURE CO.
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MR. FARMER!
Call Cayce Lime Company
FOR YOUR
Lime And Fertilizer Spreading
••••

L

AUDUBON MEMORIAL MUSEUM at John James Audubon State Park near
Henderson houses America's largest collection of the famed naturalist's art and
memorabilia. On exhibit in its seven galleries are 110 paintings by Audubon and
his two sons, 138 original lithographs and a portfolio of Audubon's sketches.
More than 300 Species of birds, many captured on canvas by Audubon, along
with countless wildflowers and.flowering shrubs may be found in the 600-acre
park.

fishing liolustry's
Soles ire Lower
Driving can be dangerous for
•person taking certain drugs
such as tranquilizers, "pep
pills," and antihistamines.
Sometimes the mixing of two
otherwise harmless drugs can
be risky. Needless gambling
can be avoided by following
the advice of physicians and
warning labels.
Governor's Coordinating
Committee
For Traffic Safety

8 YEAR WARRANTY

BOSTON--Fs-en before Catholic regulations on the eating of
meat on Friday were changed
last year, the fish industry reported a slight decline in sales.
Since 1950. per capital consumption of meat has increased 17
per cent and poultry 64 per cent
,,vhdc fish has dropped a little.

On Color Picture Tube

NEW FROM CURTIS MATHES
Factory Show Room

WADE TV
It By Pass

There are 180 breweries in the
U S.

Parks
8111111of
&Micky
irsat role
'Mg*vstatION
r Dept. e1 Public Interinatien,
Section POI
Capital Annex ilidg
frankfort. Kg. 40601
Please send, without obligation
,„
'
and shrines on Kentucky's parks
Nam•
Address
City
Clete

Phone 472-3462

-
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•

KDIIliIIcky

DON'T WAIT: Buy
now while you can get a
$20.00 cold cash refund. GE- direct-to-customer lets us give you a
terrific deal on a powerful GE air conditioner!
Reg. Price
$319.95
Cash refund
20.00
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